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Nd the total user number of data d

ni(t) the number of cooperative data holders of oi
k’s data in

C-DEDU

Ni the total user number of oi
k’s data in C-DEDU

nd
k (t) the user number of data d that participate in CSP k with

S-DEDU

Nd
k (t) the user number of data d at CSP k

O the data owner set

oi a data owner in H-DEDU

oi
k a data owner in C-DEDU

oc the operational cost of data owner in H-DEDU

OC the operational cost of CSP in H-DEDU

OCAP (t) the operational cost of AP in S-DEDU

ock
c the unit operational cost of CSP ck in C-DEDU

OCk
c (t) the operational costs of CSP ck in C-DEDU

oci
o the unit operational cost of data owner oi

k in C-DEDU

OC i
o(t) the operational cost of data owner oi

k in C-DEDU

P a base point on an elliptic curve

P the player set

pi the online probability of data owner oi in H-DEDU
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Symbols

pk the probability of data mismanagement happens at CSP k
in S-DEDU

(pkAP , skAP ) the key pair of AP

(pki, ski) the key pair of i for attribute key generation and attribute
verification in ABE

(pk′
i, sk′

i) the key pair of i generated by KG in PRE

(PK i,SK i) the key pair of i for PKC and signature verification in ABE

r the deduplication rate in H-DEDU

R the re-encryption algorithm in PRE

rd the deduplication rate of data d

rd
k (t) the deduplication rate of data d at CSP k in S-DEDU

ri
k(t) the deduplication rate of oi

k’s data in C-DEDU

r f k the unit request fee set by CSP ck in C-DEDU

RFk(t) the service fee that CSP k pays to AP in S-DEDU

RF i
k(t) the request fee paid to data owner oi

k in C-DEDU

RG the re-encryption key generation algorithm in PRE

rki→ j the re-encryption key

S the total size of data stored

si the secret key of user i in ECC

sc the storage cost of a CSP with H-DEDU

sck the unit storage cost of CSP ck in C-DEDU

SCh
k (t) the storage cost of CSP k in S-DEDU

scn
k(t) the storage cost of a CSP for storing data for data user un

k
in C-DEDU

SeparateK ey the algorithm to separate data-encryption key randomly

s f the storage-service fee at a CSP with H-DEDU

SFk
h(t) the storage-service fee of data holder h at CSP k in S-

DEDU

s f k the unit storage-service fee set by CSP ck in C-DEDU
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Symbols

s f n
k(t) the storage-service fee of data user un

k at a CSP with C-
DEDU

Sign the signature function

T the total size of data that requested to be stored

U the data user set

UAP (t) the utility function of AP with S-DEDU

Uk
c (t) the utility function of CSP ck in C-DEDU

U0
h(t) the utility function of data holder h in a CSP without

S-DEDU

U1
h(t) the utility function of data holder h in a CSP with S-DEDU

U j
h (t) the utility function of data holder h j

k in C-DEDU

U0
k (t) the utility function of CSP k without S-DEDU

U1
k (t) the utility function of CSP k with S-DEDU

un
k a data user in C-DEDU

U i
o (t) the utility function of data owner oi

k in C-DEDU

Un
u (t) the utility function of data user un

k in C-DEDU

uCk the utility function of CSP k in H-DEDU

uH i
j the utility function of data holder hi

j in H-DEDU

uOi the utility function of data owner oi in H-DEDU

Vi the public key of user i in ECC

wh the parameter to indicate the data-mismanagement influ-
ence on data holder h in S-DEDU

xi the data token of data user i

x j(t) the duplication check result on data holder h j
k’ data in

C-DEDU

yj(t) the deduplication report on data holder h j
k’s data in C-

DEDU

zi(t) the indicator of successful deduplication performance of
data owner oi

k in C-DEDU
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Symbols

Greek symbols

α the upper limit of discount in H-DEDU

αk (t) the unified discount set by CSP ck in C-DEDU

αd
k (t) the discount on the storage-service fee set by CSP k in

S-DEDU

αu
k (t) the discount on the storage-service fee of data user un

k in
C-DEDU

εi the offline probability of data owner oi
k in C-DEDU

η the parameter to adjust unified discount in C-DEDU

θ j the time sensitivity of data holder h j
k in C-DEDU

λ the access policy in ABE

ρ the deduplication percentage

ρk(t) the deduplication percentage of CSP ck in C-DEDU

σ a security parameter in ECC

σi the holder threshold for oi
k’s data in C-DEDU

Other symbols

1ki the security parameter of i in PRE

⪰i the preference relationship of player i
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing is an Internet-based service infrastructure which pro-
vides on-demand shared hardware and software resources, as well as
information to various terminals and devices. The unique characteristics
of cloud computing, such as virtualization, reliability, versatility, scalability,
pay-per-use and low price, make it ideal for a wide range of prospective
applications. Cloud storage is one of the typical service provided by cloud
computing. It provides data users with an efficient means for saving stor-
age space, backing up data online and accessing data from any place and at
any time via the Internet. With the increasing prevalence of cloud service,
the redundant storage of data poses a major problem for Cloud Service
Providers (CSPs). One approach for overcoming this problem is to adopt
deduplication, a technology that stores only one copy of identical data in
the cloud.

Recent deduplication-related research has focused on developing solu-
tions not only to protect data security and privacy by applying advanced
cryptographic algorithms but also to enhance the efficiency and effective-
ness of deduplication. However, little research has attempted to investigate
practical adoption of deduplication. Specifically, the profit relationships
between stakeholders and their willingness to participate in deduplica-
tion have been largely ignored in the literature. Moreover, the question
of whether all stakeholders behave cooperatively during deduplication
execution still needs further study. Taking advantage of game theory for
modeling complex interaction, this dissertation illustrates how to capture
practical issues and how to design incentive mechanisms for motivating
practical adoption of deduplication schemes by stakeholders.

1.1 Background

Storing data in the cloud saves local storage space, reduces data man-
agement costs, and enables data users to easily access their data in
the cloud everywhere and at any time. In recent years, various ap-
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proaches have been proposed for securely and efficiently outsourcing per-
sonal data to the cloud, including protecting data security and privacy
[15, 17, 36, 60, 88, 90, 92, 93, 100], controlling data access [19, 20, 21, 24,
76, 91, 103, 104, 105, 107, 111, 121], cloud data processing [22, 106, 118],
verifiable computation [109, 115, 116], and encrypted data deduplication
[23, 34, 50, 51, 55, 56, 61, 99, 101, 102, 108, 110, 117].

One data file might be uploaded by many users or by a single user multi-
ple times either intentionally or unintentionally. From the perspective of
CSPs, repeatedly storing identical data constitutes a serious waste of cloud
storage resources, especially for big data. Even if their storage space is
large, data maintenance still remains a costly and energy-demanding task.
Therefore, it is urgent that CSPs adopt efficient resource management
schemes. A recent survey [65] shows that deduplication in standard file
systems can save as much as 68% of the originally required storage space.
Data deduplication greatly reduces the storage overheads of CSPs, thus
allowing them to pass their cost savings on to users [108]. A CSP with a
lower service fee can definitely attract more data users, and in turn gain
higher profits.

However, cloud storage makes users lose direct control over their data.
Data disclosure and privacy violations have encouraged encrypted data
storage, which increases the difficulty of deduplication. Symmetric cryp-
tography is a promising method to encrypt cloud data. If all data users
independently select data-encryption keys, they output different cipher-
texts [56]. Thus, data deduplication is disabled, since a CSP needs to store
all ciphertexts, and its storage cost cannot be reduced. A widely applied
solution is to generate data-encryption keys according to data contents,
such as message-locked encryption (MLE) [11]. In this case, the users of
the same data generate the same ciphertext. However, MLE is not resis-
tant to brute-force attacks when the data content is presumable. Another
solution is to involve a third party for generating data-encryption keys
[43]. Unfortunately, this approach highly depends on the trustworthiness
of the third party.

Data deletion and modification happens in practice. A user that has
deleted or modified data should no longer be eligible to access the previously
stored data [23]. This problem can be solved by integrating a randomly
selected symmetric key and data access control with deduplication. In such
a scheme, the first user encrypts data with a symmetric key and relies on
data access control for issuing this key to eligible users.

Figure 1.1 illustrates a typical encrypted cloud data deduplication scheme
which consists of the following steps. First, users send their data token as a
storage request to a CSP that performs duplication checks before allowing
real data to be uploaded. Then, the user with unique data encrypts the
data with a symmetric key and the corresponding ciphertext is stored by
the CSP. For a user with duplicated data, the symmetric key can only be
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① Data storage request ② Duplication 
check

③ Encrypted data upload and access control policies selection
④ Store data

⑤ Duplicated data storage request
⑥ Deduplication

⑥  S-DEDU
Data ownership challenge and 

data access keys issuance

CSPData holderData owner

⑥  C-DEDU
Data ownership challenge and 

data access keys issuance

⑥  H-DEDU
Data ownership challenge and 

data access keys issuance

Figure 1.1. The procedure of an encrypted cloud data deduplication scheme.

obtained through access control by an eligible user.
Data users can differ in their preference for the policy used to access

control based on the sensitivity of their data. It is obvious that the access
control of popular data, such as music or movies, is not as strict as that
of sensitive data, such as classified files and medical data. Considering
the risk of privacy leakage in the cloud, some users would like to control
data access by themselves, while others entrust the CSPs to take over this
tedious task.

Based on eligibility verification and access control policies, we classify
existing encrypted cloud data deduplication schemes into server-controlled
deduplication (S-DEDU), client-controlled deduplication (C-DEDU), and
hybrid deduplication (H-DEDU). In S-DEDU [101], the CSP verifies data
ownership and grants data access to eligible users. In C-DEDU [108], the
above responsibilities are assumed by a data owner which is the first data
user to upload unique data. Data users excluding data owners are called
data holders in C-DEDU. H-DEDU [110] combines S-DEDU and C-DEDU
together to allow both the data owner and CSP to participate in the control
of deduplication. One execution means could be for the data owner to
control deduplication when the owner is online and authorizes the CSP to
take this responsibility when the owner is offline.
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1.2 Motivation

Although existing encrypted data deduplication schemes [6, 11, 12, 29,
31, 32, 43, 49, 51, 61, 95, 101, 120] have been shown to be theoretically
feasible, they are seldom applied in practice by CSPs such as Dropbox [1]
or Google Drive [2]. In this section, we analyze possible hindrances in
terms of adopting the encrypted data deduplication schemes in practice.

1.2.1 Practical Problems of Deduplication

Even if encrypted cloud data deduplication is capable of protecting data se-
curity from deliberate attacks and can in theory achieve data deduplication,
its success is highly dependent on whether all participating stakeholders
(i.e., CSPs and data users) are willing to accept it. The rational and profit-
driven characteristics of stakeholders make them interested in whether
they can profit from participating in deduplication. CSPs are the first
entities to decide whether to provide storage service with deduplication.
A CSP with deduplication can save storage costs and lower service fees,
thus making it possible to offer a more attractive usage fee to potential
users than CSPs not applying deduplication. With careful computation
of the usage fee based on its storage cost and the number of users, a CSP
can guarantee its profits. Therefore, a CSP can easily benefit from dedu-
plication. Data users are the customers of CSPs that rationally select a
CSP based on their preferred offers. They are indirect beneficiaries of
deduplication. Their willingness to participate in deduplication depends
on the incentives provided by CSPs.

In practice, adopting deduplication schemes can face three potential
problems. First, deduplication amplifies the impact of misbehavior on data
users. This can impede their willingness to participate in deduplication.
CSPs may suffer from unintentional system failures, such as service in-
terruption and temporary data unavailability. For example, a ten-hour
outage occurred in Dropbox during 2013. We refer to such unintentional
system failures as mismanagement, since storing only one copy of data
narrows the relationship between data users. The mismanagement of
one set of data in a CSP with deduplication will cause data unavailability
for all corresponding data users. This inconvenience can have a major
impact on the experiences of data users, thus discouraging them to accept
deduplication. Therefore, a CSP needs to provide data users with sufficient
incentives if it wants to adopt deduplication.

Second, even if all stakeholders are willing to participate in a cloud stor-
age system with deduplication, their cooperative behaviors cannot be fully
guaranteed, as their rationality may make them deviate from the scheme
design when such deviation is profitable. In a deduplication scheme, the
existence of duplicated data is checked by a CSP. Since a rational CSP may
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not notice duplication, the data could be directly stored. Such an uncooper-
ative behavior can lead to some duplicated data remaining redundantly
stored. A data user can also avoid its data being detected as duplicated in
an uncooperative manner. For example, a data user modifies data slightly
by adding meaningless contents at the end to generate a totally different
token. Moreover, the data user may also encrypt data based on a scheme
other than a specified one. In this case, the encrypted data is only available
to that data user, and the CSP thus needs to store multiple copies of the
same data. The above uncooperative behaviors result in cloud storage-
resource waste and adversely influence the quality of deduplication, thus
cancelling the benefits gained by cooperative stakeholders and compelling
them to behave uncooperatively or even to reject deduplication in the long
run.

Third, potential uncooperative behavior can also exist in C-DEDU. A
data owner is required to stay online when the deduplication is controlled
on the client side. However, the data owner may in practice wait a long
time for a data storage request from an eligible data holder. This increases
the probability that the data owner will be offline. Thus, an unexpected sit-
uation may arise when the data owner is offline and a data access request
is received from a data holder. In such a case, a service delay is difficult to
avoid and could potentially result in a negative usage experience, leading
the data holders to become uncooperative and reducing their willingness
to participate in C-DEDU.

To sum up, several problems are faced by the stakeholders when adopt-
ing deduplication in practice due to system safety, personal rationality,
and usage experience. In order to promote deduplication adoption, a wise
solution would be motivating the stakeholders to participate in deduplica-
tion schemes while guaranteeing that they would cooperatively follow the
scheme design.

1.2.2 Incentive Mechanisms in Deduplication

Facing the above practical issues increases the urgency of seeking proper
incentives to encourage the adoption of deduplication schemes. In this
section, we review the existing research on incentives in deduplication.

Rabotka and Mannan [74] analyzed some privacy-preserving deduplica-
tion schemes used in defending against various attacks. Although they did
not focus on analyzing the incentives in deduplication, they concluded that
there was little motivation for CSPs to adopt deduplication.

Liu et al. [61] presented a deduplication scheme based on a Password-
Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) protocol. The scheme prevents the
malicious behavior of CSPs and data users without the presence of any
additional independent servers. Notably, the authors commented that
direct incentives should be investigated in order to motivate data users,
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since the scheme introduces extra burdens on them. Unfortunately, they
did not elaborate on a concrete incentive mechanism.

ClearBox [8] provides data users with means for checking how many
users hold the same data in the cloud. It motivates CSPs to honestly
report the number of users in order to attract more customers and to resist
the malicious behavior of data users and CSPs. Although the authors
claimed that their model can promote the appearance of a novel economic
price-model with fairness, they failed to propose one.

The deduplication scheme designed by Miao et al. [66] resembles a S-
DEDU scheme. The authors proved that their scheme can ensure data
confidentiality and signature unforgeability. They naively asserted that
the storage-service fee paid by a data user can be negatively correlated
with the number of data users accepting deduplication, as this incentive
mechanism raises the participation level of data users. However, this is
resisted by CSPs which are the first stakeholders to decide whether to
adopt deduplication. The systematic analysis on the resistance of CSPs
can be found in Section IV-B of Publication III.

Wang et al. [89] addressed side-channel attacks in deduplication schemes
by considering economic factors. Although they did not specify which entity
controls deduplication, their solution is compatible with either S-DEDU
or C-DEDU. The authors employed game theory to form the interaction
between an attacker and a CSP as well as designed a game-based defense
scheme. Unfortunately, this approach falls short in analyzing the adoption
of deduplication.

Youn and Chang [112] analyzed the weaknesses of C-DEDU, arguing
that data owners face a higher privacy-disclosure risk than data holders.
Therefore, it is not feasible to charge the same storage-service fee to all
users of identical data, since no one has the incentive to be the data
owner. They pointed out the urgent need for an incentive mechanism in
the C-DEDU, such as giving a discount to the data owner.

Although existing literature has referred to the impact of economic fac-
tors on the feasibility of schemes and has emphasized the importance of
incentives in deduplication, this has not resulted in any systematic or deep
investigation of incentives. The simple incentives proposed earlier have
not been rigorously designed, offer only a one-sided view on the need of
incentives, and thus fail to motivate all stakeholders. The lack of research
focusing on incentives motivates us to investigate the adoption of dedu-
plication through theoretic analysis and to identify proper incentives for
promoting the adoption of different types of deduplication schemes, as
shown in the orange part of Figure 1.2. Nevertheless, previous work may
still provide useful ideas. For example, reducing storage-service fees based
on the deduplication level could provide an effective approach for motivat-
ing data users, and the data owner should be granted more incentives than
the data holders in C-DEDU.
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1.3 Research Objectives and Tasks

The system entities in a practical scenario are rational stakeholders that
take actions to maximize their utilities. However, the beneficial interests
of these entities cannot be ensured when applying deduplication. Dedu-
plication brings data users closer; therefore, misbehavior amplifies the
negative impact on system entities in affecting the participation willing-
ness. On the other hand, the cooperative behavior of data users is difficult
to guarantee to follow the procedure of deduplication schemes. Driven
by the above practical problems and open research issues concerning the
incentives for promoting the adoption of encrypted data deduplication, this
work aims to apply game theory in order to identify the problems affecting
adoption and propose incentive mechanisms for improving its adoption. We
divide the adoption problems into two categories: participation problems
and cooperation problems. Since the tasks and interest relationships be-
tween stakeholders differ in different schemes, we focus on three scenarios:
S-DEDU, C-DEDU, and H-DEDU. For this purpose, we break down our
research into the following three tasks:

RT1: Game Theoretic Analysis on S-DEDU.

1. Establish an economic model for S-DEDU.
All entities in the S-DEDU scheme interact with each other
through economic relationships. For example, a CSP receives
fees from data holders by providing them with a storage service
based on S-DEDU. Although the existing literature has demon-
strated the need for a novel economic price-model [8], this has
resulted in no further study on the topic. An economic model is
essential to quantify the utilities of stakeholders in a game. By
comparing the utilities of different strategies, we can evaluate
which strategy would be most beneficial.

2. Build a participation game to model the interaction between a
CSP and data holders.
In S-DEDU, a CSP checks for duplication, stores data, and con-
trols data access. Although data holders are the customers of the
CSP, they have conflicting interests. The CSP wants to employ
S-DEDU to relieve its storage costs and attract as many data
holders as possible. In contrast, the data holders wish to pay low
fees and enjoy profitable service from the CSP. Forming the game
between them can easily capture the complicated interaction
between these stakeholders.

3. Design an incentive mechanism to promote the participation of
all stakeholders.
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CSP primarily decides on whether to apply S-DEDU. Dedupli-
cation narrows the relationship between data holders. The mis-
management of one piece of data will influence all the related
data holders. Since they are profit-driven entities in practice, we
need to design a novel incentive mechanism that can motivate
data holders to accept S-DEDU without degrading the profits of
the CSP.

RT2: Game Theoretic Analysis on C-DEDU.

1. Establish an economic model for C-DEDU.
Deduplication is controlled by a data owner in C-DEDU, which
brings extra costs to the owner. Therefore, the economic model
in S-DEDU is unsuitable to be directly applied into a C-DEDU
scenario. Before analyzing adoption, we need to establish a new
economic model customized for C-DEDU.

2. Build a cooperation game to model the interaction between a
data owner and a data holder.
Even if all data users claim that they are willing to participate
in C-DEDU, their behaviors are difficult to regulate. Moreover,
it is also difficult to detect whether they would like to follow the
scheme design cooperatively. For example, the data owner may
not be online and the data holder may modify its data to cheat
during duplication check. Therefore, it is necessary to determine
whether they are actually cooperative in C-DEDU.

3. Design incentive mechanisms to eliminate non-cooperative be-
haviors and preserve data privacy.
We expect to adjust utility functions to change a game direction,
thereby eliminating non-cooperative behaviors that exist in a
C-DEDU economic model. On the other hand, a malicious data
user may infer the existence of certain data from its utility.
Therefore, we should also consider data privacy when designing
an incentive mechanism.

RT3: Game Theoretic Analysis on H-DEDU.

1. Establish an economic model for H-DEDU.
H-DEDU provides more flexible deduplication than S-DEDU
and C-DEDU. A data owner controls deduplication when it is
online, and it authorizes the CSP to manage deduplication when
it is offline. Moreover, the strategy of the data holder is impacted
by the online probability of the data owner and its confidence in
the security offered by the CSP. Therefore, we should consider
these additional two parameters and establish a new economic
model for H-DEDU.
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2. Build a game model for the interaction among the CSP, a data
owner and data holders.
The interaction in H-DEDU is more complicated than that in
S-DEDU and C-DEDU. In practice, a CSP determines its price
structure based on the cloud storage market. Then, a data owner
decides on its data access control pattern. Data holders passively
take actions based on the decided price structure and data access
control pattern. Previous game models are not adaptive to this
situation; therefore, we need to build a new game model that is
compatible with the H-DEDU scenario.

3. Prove the existence of a Nash Equilibrium theoretically.
The Nash Equilibrium refers to a state in which no one can gain
a higher profit by deviating from that state. Therefore, the CSP,
data owner and data holders are satisfied with their current
strategies. By theoretically evaluating the existence of a Nash
Equilibrium under the game model of H-DEDU, we can confirm
that our analysis results provide a feasibly optimal strategy for
every stakeholder.

We conclude our research objectives and tasks in the green part of Fig-
ure 1.2.

1.4 Contributions

In this dissertation, we apply game theory to capture the dynamic interac-
tion among system stakeholders in three different types of deduplication
schemes (i.e., S-DEDU, C-DEDU, and H-DEDU) and design incentive mech-
anisms to motivate participation willingness and cooperative behaviors
among all involved stakeholders. Specifically, the main contributions of
this dissertation can be summarized below, which are also abstracted in
the blue part of Figure 1.2.

First, we propose a bounded discount-based incentive mecha-
nism for promoting the willingness of data holders to participate
in S-DEDU without weakening the incentives of CSPs. We model
the interaction between data holders and CSPs as a non-cooperative game.
We consider data mismanagement in CSPs to improve the robustness of
our analysis in practice. In our incentive mechanism, a CSP motivates
data holders to participate in S-DEDU by giving discounts which are pos-
itively related to the deduplication rates of their data. We set discount
boundaries to ensure that the discounts will not degrade the profits of
the CSP. The incentive mechanism is also found to be resistant to Sibyl
attacks, indicating that a data holder cannot gain more profit by upload-
ing identical data multiple times. The proposed parameter-setting and
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strategy-selection algorithm helps the CSP choose the best discount and
outputs the best strategies for data holders. Experiments based on realis-
tic datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the incentive mechanism in
motivating the willingness to participate in S-DEDU.

Second, we identify free-riding behavior and privacy violations
in C-DEDU and propose incentive mechanisms to promote cooper-
ation among stakeholders while at the same time preserving data
privacy. A CSP can uniformly adjust the discount to data holders or
calculate the discount for each data user individually. Correspondingly, a
unified discount model and an individualized discount model are defined.
Our game models show that the unified discount model fosters the free-
riding behavior of data holders, whereas the individualized discount model
violates data privacy, since it reveals the existence of data. In Publication
IV, we propose an incentive mechanism to eliminate free-riding behavior
by granting storage-service discounts with conditions. In Publication V, we
protect data privacy in the individualized discount model by regulating a
hidden threshold for each data item at the CSP. Only when the number
of holders of identical data exceeds this threshold can the holders get a
discount. In other words, a malicious user cannot infer data existence
if the number of data holders that cooperatively participate in C-DEDU
is less than this threshold. We conduct extensive experiments based on
a real-world dataset. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our
incentive mechanisms in promoting cooperation between data owners and
data holders in C-DEDU.

Third, we refine the action sets for all players of the cooperation
game in H-DEDU, calculate the optimal strategies that are more
accurate and realistic than those in S-DEDU and C-DEDU, as well
as prove the existence of these optimal strategies. We employ a
multi-stage Stackelberg game to capture the interaction of all stakeholders
in H-DEDU. Our Stackelberg game consists of a data holder’s participa-
tion game, a data owner’s online game, and a CSP’s pricing game. The
strategies employed by the data holders, the data owner and the CSP
are represented by a deduplication rate, an online probability, and an
upper limit of discount, respectively. These strategies are real numbers
in mathematics; therefore, the action sets are no longer countable sets
like those used in the games applied in both S-DEDU and C-DEDU. We
employ the backward induction method to calculate the conditions neces-
sary for the existence of the Nash Equilibrium in all sub-games. These
conditions, together with a gradient-based algorithm, help all stakeholders
choose near-optimal strategies. The simulation results verify the feasibil-
ity of the proposed gradient-based algorithm for achieving a Stackelberg
Equilibrium.
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Figure 1.2. The relationships among research problems, research objectives and tasks,
contributions, publications and chapters.

1.5 Structure

We draft this dissertation based on six original publications. Figure 1.2
illustrates the relationships among research problems, research objectives
and tasks, contributions, our publications and the chapters of this disserta-
tion. We have already elaborated on research problems, research objectives
and tasks, as well as contributions in Section 1.2, Section 1.3 and Section
1.4, respectively. The structure of this dissertation is introduced below,
which contains the relationship between publications and chapters.

Chapter 2 encompasses Publications I and II. It specifies the proce-
dures of S-DEDU, C-DEDU and H-DEDU, as well as introduces the basic
knowledge and previous applications of game theory.
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Chapter 3 presents the research methodologies applied in this disser-
tation. We divide the analysis of deduplication scheme adoption into a
participation game and a cooperation game, and introduce them in detail.
We propose the feasibility conditions for the game-based incentive mech-
anisms and specify evaluation criteria for estimating the effectiveness of
our proposed mechanisms based on realistic dataset-based experiments.

Chapter 4 encompasses Publication III. It uses a game theoretic analysis
for promoting practical adoption of S-DEDU by first proposing an economic
model established for S-DEDU and then building a non-cooperative game
to model the interaction of CSPs and data holders. This chapter also pro-
poses a bounded discount-based incentive mechanism for both motivating
data holders to participate in S-DEDU and simultaneously ensuring the
incentives of CSPs.

Chapter 5 encompasses Publications IV and V. It presents the game
theoretic analysis of C-DEDU for promoting its practical adoption. This
chapter further subdivides the incentive mechanism in Chapter 4 into a
unified discount model and an individualized discount model. The games
built based on the unified and individualized discount models are used
to reveal the non-cooperative behavior of data holders and privacy issues
in the C-DEDU scenario, respectively. Then, corresponding incentive
mechanisms are proposed to eliminate the non-cooperative behavior and
to address privacy issues.

Chapter 6 encompasses Publication VI. It presents a game theoretic
analysis of H-DEDU. The action sets of all players in the proposed game
are refined in the context of H-DEDU based on the models designed for
S-DEDU and C-DEDU. This chapter identifies the optimal strategies of
all players in H-DEDU and proves their existence through theoretical
analysis and simulation-based experiments.

Chapter 7 concludes by summarizing the dissertation and suggesting
future research directions.
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2. Preliminaries and Related Work

This chapter provides preliminaries and reviews related work on the basis
of Publication I and II. We first detail the scheme design of S-DEDU,
C-DEDU and H-DEDU as reported in Publication I, upon which this
dissertation is built. We then introduce important terms, game theory and
the definitions of game models applied in this dissertation. Furthermore,
we briefly review related work about the previous applications of game
theory in terms of suppressing dishonest behavior, allocating resources and
tasks, analyzing security problems, and pursuing incentive mechanisms.

2.1 Encrypted Cloud Data Deduplication

This section first presents the cryptographic algorithms applied in en-
crypted cloud data deduplication and then details the scheme design of
S-DEDU, C-DEDU and H-DEDU according to Publication I. Four types of
system entities are involved in the cloud storage systems applying S-DEDU,
C-DEDU and H-DEDU.

- Key Generation Center (KGC). It is a trusted entity that generates
system parameters and certificates for other entities.

- Cloud Service Provider (CSP). It provides cloud storage service to
data users.

- Data user. It refers to the entity that uploads data to CSPs. Several
data users may hold the same data. We denote the first uploader
that controls deduplication as a data owner and the others as data
holders.

- Authorized Party (AP). It is a trusted third party that cooperates
with a CSP to work as a proxy to perform deduplication.

We specify some assumptions before introducing deduplication schemes.
First, CSPs do not collude with ineligible data users since collusion makes
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them lose reputation [30]. Second, multiple CSPs can cooperate to perform
deduplication together since this cooperation can save storage space. Third,
all entities communicate with each other through a secure channel, such
as Security Socket Layer (SSL). Fourth, only one AP exists in a system
because the number of APs does not influence our game theoretical study.

2.1.1 Cryptographic Background

Herein, we briefly present some cryptographic algorithms used in dedupli-
cation, which include Elliptic-Curve Cryptography, symmetric encryption,
Proxy Re-Encryption, and Attribute-Based Encryption.

Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) can be applied to confirm a user
does hold a certain piece of data. There is an elliptic curve Eq(a,b) over a
field GF(q) and a base point P on this curve. With a security parameter σ,
a user i randomly chooses an integer si ∈ {0, . . . ,2σ−1} as its secret key and
then derives its corresponding public key by calculating Vi =−si ×P.

Symmetric encryption is a basic cryptographic algorithm in which a
decryption key is identical to its encryption key. Symmetric encryption
contains two algorithms (E,D). Specifically, E(DEK , M) encrypts plaintext
M with a symmetric key DEK while D(DEK ,CT) decrypts the ciphertext
CT with the same symmetric key DEK .

Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE) contains five algorithms, which are rep-
resented as (KG,RG,En,R,De). KG(1ki ) represents a key generation al-
gorithm which outputs a key pair (pk′

i, sk′
i) for every entity i. En(pk′

i, M)
denotes an encryption algorithm. the algorithm encrypts plaintext M with
a public key pk′

i, thus outputting a ciphertext Ci. RG(sk′
i, pk′

j) represents a
re-encryption key generation algorithm, which outputs a re-encryption key
rki→ j for another entity j. With this re-encryption key, the re-encryption
algorithm R(rki→ j,Ci) re-encrypts Ci to be a ciphertext C j. De(sk′

j,C j) rep-
resents a decryption algorithm, which decrypts the ciphertext C j with the
secret key sk′

j of entity j and outputs the plaintext M.
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) contains five algorithms that are

denoted as (MKG,CreatIDPK , IssueIDSK ,EK ,DE). A key generation al-
gorithm MKG(1ki ) outputs two key pairs (PK i,SK i) and (pki, ski) for every
entity i. CreatIDPK(ID, ski) is an algorithm to generate a public attribute
key IDPK i based on an attribute ID. IssueIDSK(ID, ski, pk j) is a secret
attribute key issuance algorithm, which outputs a key IDSK i, j for another
eligible entity j. EK(DEK i,λ, sk j, IDSK i, j) encrypts a data-encryption key
DEK i and outputs a cipher-key CK i which can only be decrypted by en-
tity j that satisfies an access policy λ. The entity j derives DEK i from
DE(CK i,λ, sk j, IDSK i, j).

Symmetric Key Management is typically composed of two algorithms.
SeparateK ey(DEK i) randomly separates DEK i into several partial keys,
for example, DEK1

i and DEK2
i . CombineK ey(DEK1

i ,DEK2
i ) generates DEK i
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by combining all the partial keys.
The following three subsections introduce the general procedures of S-

DEDU, C-DEDU, and H-DEDU, respectively. All schemes are described
in such a scenario: a data user i uploads a never stored data M to a CSP.
Then the CSP receives another storage request of data M from data user j.

2.1.2 Server-Controlled Deduplication, S-DEDU

S-DEDU applies PRE and ECC to realize duplicated data access control
and data ownership challenge, respectively [101]. KGC, data users, CSP,
and AP are involved. The detailed procedure of S-DEDU is presented
below.

System setup. P and σ are two public parameters. Each data user
u(u = i, j) generates two key pairs (pk′

u, sk′
u) and (Vu, su). KGC generates a

certificate Cert(pk′
u) of the public key pk′

u for data user u. AP generates a
key pair (pkAP , skAP ) for itself.

Data deduplication.

- Step 1. Data token generation: The data user i generates a token
xi = H(H(M)×P) for its data M and sends its data package DPi =
{xi, pk′

i,Cert(pk′
i)} to a CSP.

- Step 2. Duplication check: The CSP verifies Cert(pk′
i) and checks the

existence of xi in its storage space through comparison. Since the
data M has never been stored before, the checking result is negative.

- Step 3. Data storage: The CSP requests user i to upload the data
M. User i encrypts M with a symmetric key DEK i and obtains the
ciphertext CTi. The user further encrypts its symmetric key with the
public key pkAP of AP and obtains cipher-key CK i. Afterward, User i
sends {CTi,CK i} to the CSP and the CSP stores {xi, pk′

i,CTi,CK i}.

- Step 4. Duplicated data upload: Another data user j later sends its
data package DP j to the CSP. After finding x j = xi, the CSP forwards
the data package DP j to AP.

- Step 5. Data deduplication: AP conducts data ownership challenge to
verify if the user j does possess data M based on ECC. The detailed
procedure can be found in Section 4.1.2 of Publication I.

If user j passes the challenge, AP generates a re-encryption key
rkAP→ j by calling the algorithm RG in PRE. This re-encryption key is
then sent to the CSP for re-encrypting CK i by calling the algorithm
R in PRE. The re-encrypted CK i is denoted as CK j. By decrypting
CK j with the secret key sk′

j, the user j obtains the symmetric key
DEK i. Therefore, user j can successfully access M with DEK i.
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2.1.3 Client-Controlled Deduplication, C-DEDU

C-DEDU allows a client (i.e., data owner) to fully control data deduplication
through access control by applying ABE [108]. C-DEDU involves three
entities, which are KGC, data users and CSP. We briefly present the
procedure of C-DEDU below.

System setup. Each data user u(u = i, j) generates two key pairs
(PKu,SKu) and (pku, sku), as will as a public key IDPKu by calling MKG
and CreatIDPK of ABE, respectively. KGC generates the certificate for
the public keys of user u: Cert(PKu),Cert(pku).

Data deduplication.

- Step 1. Data token generation: The data user i calculates H(M) and
signs it with ski. It then encrypts data M with a symmetric key
DEK i and obtains its ciphertext CTi. Encrypting this symmetric
key with EK results in CK i. The user i sends a data package DPi =
{CTi,CK i,H(M),Sign(H(M), ski),Cert(PK i),Cert(pki)} to the CSP.

- Step 2. Duplication check: The CSP checks Cert(PK i) and Cert(pki).
If the results are positive, it continues to check the existence of data
M. Since the data has never been stored, the checking result is
negative.

- Step 3. Data storage: The CSP saves DPi and regards user i as the
data owner of M.

- Step 4. Duplicated data upload: Another data user j wants to upload
M as well by sending its data package DP j. The CSP finds this data
has been stored already and forwards {H(M),Cert(pk j)} to the data
owner i.

- Step 5. Data deduplication: The data owner i first verifies the eli-
gibility of j and then conducts IssueIDSK to generate IDSK i, j for
eligible user j. Then the user j executes DK and obtains DEK i, with
which user j can successfully access the data M.

2.1.4 Hybrid Deduplication, H-DEDU

H-DEDU supports heterogeneous data deduplication [110]. Four entities,
KGC, data users, CSP and AP, are involved in H-DEDU. The procedure of
H-DEDU is described below.

System setup. Each data user u(u = i, j) generates three key pairs
(pk′

u, sk′
u), (PKu,SKu) and (pku, sku) by calling KG and MKG, as well as a

public key IDPKu by calling CreateIDPK . KGC generates the certificate
for all public keys of user u: Cert(pk′

u), Cert(PKu), and Cert(pku). AP
generates a key pair (pkAP , skAP ) for itself.
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Data deduplication.

- Step 1. Data token generation: User i signs H(M) with SK i. It sends
Pi = {H(M),Sign(H(M),SK i),Cert(PK i),Cert(pki),Cert(pk′

i)} to a CSP.

- Step 2. Duplication check: The CSP verifies Sign(H(M),SK i) and
checks the existence of data M by comparing the value of H(M). The
check result is negative since the data has never been stored.

- Step 3. Data storage: The CSP requests user i to upload data M.
The user i encrypts data M with symmetric key DEK i and uploads
the corresponding ciphertext CTi to the CSP. The user i then sep-
arates the symmetric key DEK i into two random parts, DEK1

i and
DEK2

i by calling the algorithm SeparateK ey. These two separated
keys are encrypted to be CK1

i ,CK2
i by calling En in PRE and EK in

ABE, respectively. The user i randomly selects a number of indexes:
IN = {In1, In2, . . . , Ink} to indicate several special parts of data M and
calculates the corresponding hash values of these parts. We apply
HC(M) = {H(M1),H(M2), . . . ,H(Mk)} to indicate the hash code of data
M. The user i signs HC(M) with SK i. The data package for CSP to
store is DPi = {CTi,CK1

i ,CK2
i , IN,HC(M),Sign(HC(M),SK i)}.

- Step 4. Duplicated data upload: Another data user j sends its data
package P j to the CSP for cloud storage. The CSP performs a du-
plication check as in Step 2 and finds that this data exists in the
cloud.

- Step 5. Data deduplication: If the user j is able to calculate H(Mx)
and send it back to the CSP along with Sign(H(Mx),SK j), it passes
data ownership challenge.

If DEK1
i = DEK i and DEK2

i = null, data deduplication is controlled by
CSP and AP. Refer to Step 5 in S-DEDU for the rest of the execution.
If DEK1

i = null and DEK2
i = DEK i, data deduplication is controlled

by the data owner i. The following is the same as Step 5 in C-DEDU.
If DEK1

i and DEK2
i are not null, deduplication is controlled by both

the CSP and the data owner. The eligible user j receives a cipher-
key CK1

i from the CSP and a cipher-key CK2
i from the data owner i.

It then decrypts the two cipher-keys and obtains the corresponding
partial keys DEK1

i and DEK2
i . By calling CombineK ey(DEK1

i ,DEK2
i ),

the user j obtains DEK i, thus resulting in successful access to the
raw data M.

2.1.5 Terms

To avoid any confusion, we define several important terms used in this
dissertation.
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Data user and data owner. In a cloud storage system, many data
users own identical data. After the adoption of deduplication, the one that
controls deduplication is defined as a data owner and the others are called
data holders. In addition, data users refer to both the data owner and data
holders.

Deduplication percentage. Deduplication percentage [26, 34, 61] is a
parameter to estimate the effectiveness of deduplication at a system level,
which is denoted as ρ. If we apply S and T to represent the total size of
data stored and the total size of data that has been requested to be stored
in the cloud, the expression of ρ is:

ρ =
(︃

1− S
T

)︃
×100%. (2.1)

Deduplication rate. We define deduplication rate with the notation r,
which is the parameter describing the effectiveness of deduplication at a
data level. Let nd and Nd be the number of data users of data d that accept
deduplication and the total number of users of data d. The deduplication
rate of d is:

rd = nd

Nd
. (2.2)

Attacks. Deduplication schemes may be vulnerable to elaborate attacks.
Sybil attack is launched to generate abundant accounts and store identical
data at a CSP with these accounts. This attack factitiously manufactures
the data prevalent [84] and increases the deduplication rate of the data.
An attacker could mount a side-channel attack to infer data existence
and surmise data content [83]. In encrypted cloud data deduplication
schemes, data are stored at a CSP in encrypted forms to achieve data
security and the CSP performs duplication checks based on the tokens
sent by data users. However, the CSP can hardly verify whether a token
corresponds to the data going to be uploaded. If a data user sends a data
token representing data d to the CSP while aiming to upload data d′, it
performs a modification attack to the CSP. This attack is also acknowledged
as data poisoning [83].

2.2 Game Theory

2.2.1 Basic Concepts

Game theory [68] is a new branch of applied mathematics that studies
optimal solutions in the context of conflicts. A game refers to a procedure
that some people, groups or organizations choose actions from their action
sets under certain environments and rules. The basic elements to describe
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a game include players, actions, information, strategies, payoffs, outcome,
and equilibrium.

Players refer to the entities involved in a game and a strategy refers to a
rule that indicates what action to take under different situations. A player
chooses an action based on available information, like the characteristics
and actions of other players. The chosen actions of all players assemble
a strategy profile, which is the outcome of a game. Each player holds a
subjective preference for a strategy profile, which is evaluated by a payoff
function.

If all players in a game determine actions independently to maximize
their profits, the game becomes a non-cooperative game. On the contrary, if
all players construct a coalition or behave according to a binding contract,
the game becomes a cooperative game. Non-cooperative games focus on
individual rationality while cooperative games aim to achieve collective
rationality.

A strategic game is a typical non-cooperative game, which has a finite
number of players and non-empty action sets. We display its formal defini-
tion below.

Definition 1 (Strategic game). Each player i in a player set P= {1,2, . . . ,n}
holds a non-empty action set Ai. During a decision-making process, player
i selects an action ai ∈Ai. All selected actions together formulate a strategy
profile a= (ai)i∈P, which is the outcome of the game. The outcome set is the
Cartesian product of all action sets, which can be denoted as A = ×i∈PAi.
Each player i has a preference relationship ⪰i built on the outcome set A.
The binary relationship ⪰i has the following properties:

• Completeness: For any a ∈A and b ∈A (a ̸=b), either a⪰i b or b⪰i a;

• Reflexivity: For any a ∈A, we have a⪰i a;

• Transitivity: If a⪰i b and b⪰i c, then a⪰i c.

The above defines a strategic game G = 〈P, (Ai)i∈P, (⪰i)i∈P〉.
The preference relationship is built on the outcome set A other than an

action set Ai. Therefore, a player needs to consider the action sets of all
players when choosing its action. Furthermore, we can employ a utility
function

ui : A→R

to visualize the preference relationship ⪰i of player i ∈ P. The value of
this function is called utility or payoff. Hence, the strategic game can be
reformulated as G = 〈P, (Ai)i∈P, (ui)i∈P〉.

For concise presentation, the actions of all players excluding i ∈ P in a
strategy profile (a j) j∈P are denoted as a−i =

(︁
a j
)︁

j∈P\{i}. Therefore,
(︁
a j
)︁

j∈P =(︁
a−i,ai

)︁
. An equilibrium refers to a combination of all players’ actions

where each action is the best response to the actions of other players.
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Definition 2 (Best-response function). For any a−i ∈A−i, let Bi(a−i) denote
the best action set of player i ∈P when a−i is given:

Bi(a−i)= {ai ∈Ai|(a−i,ai)⪰i (a−i,a′
i),for all a′

i ∈Ai}.

Function Bi is the best-response function of player i.

A Nash Equilibrium of a strategic game is a strategy profile, in which no
player can increase its utility by deviating to a different action, given the
other players’ actions. Therefore, no player has the incentive to change its
action unilaterally in Nash Equilibrium.

Definition 3 (Nash Equilibrium, NE). The Nash Equilibrium of a strategic
game G is an outcome a∗ ∈A, if for any i ∈P, it satisfies:

(a∗
−i,a

∗
i )⪰i (a∗

−i,ai)

for all ai ∈Ai. Namely, for all i ∈P, a∗
i ∈ Bi(a∗

−i).

Stackelberg game [46] refers to a game where all players sequentially
take actions. One player (i.e., the leader) moves first and all the others
(i.e., the followers) react to the leader accordingly in order to minimize
their costs (or maximize their utilities). Afterwards, the leader updates
its action based on the followers’ actions, and so on, until a stable state
is reached. The Nash Equilibrium in a Stackelberg game is called Stack-
elberg Equilibrium, which is determined by finding a sub-game perfect
Nash Equilibrium (SPNE). Backward induction is the prevailing approach
to calculate the SPNE. specifically, this approach calculates the best re-
sponses for the followers first and then solves an optimization problem for
the leader.

2.3 Related Work

2.3.1 Security and Privacy in Cloud Computing

Cryptography is commonly applied to protect data security and ensure
user privacy [100]. Trust and reputation also emerge as assistance to cryp-
tography [40]. However, encrypted data brings difficulty in data sharing
[17], data analytics [60], public auditing [96], and data processing [20].

Data Sharing enables a data owner to easily share its data with au-
thorized users while the data keeps stored in its designated cloud storage.
Chu et al. [17] proposed novel public-key cryptosystems to enable a data
user to share partial data contents with others. The data user encrypts
each data content with an individual encryption key. If the user wants to
share several contents to another user, it aggregates the corresponding
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keys into a constant-size one and sends the aggregated decryption key to
that user. Li et al. [52] presented a lightweight attribute-based data shar-
ing scheme to eliminate most computation overheads by adding system
public parameters. Huang et al. [39] applied ABE to determine which
entities can share data and employed a time-release conditional PRE to
decide which entities can be shared data with. Deng et al. [18] applied
identity-based encryption to decide the user set that can access data. Fur-
thermore, identity-based broadcast encryption enables other eligible data
users to access data afterwards. Xia et al. [97] employed blockchain to
realize medical data sharing among different CSPs. Ali et al. [6] divided
the data encryption key into two shares to achieve secure data sharing,
which are stored by the CSP and data users, separately.

Data provenance prevents attacks performed during data transmission
and processing by discovering data sources. Hu et al. [36] classified
current data provenance solutions into three categories based on what
technologies are applied: logs, cryptographic algorithms, and blockchain.
For example, Suen et al. [85] proposed a data-centric logging mechanism
to record data events at both file and block level. Attacks can be observed
by analyzing data logs. Sachez et al. [78] authenticated data source based
on a signature, which enables data provenance. Liang et al. [54] leveraged
the transparency and tamper-proof features of blockchain to achieve data
provenance. The provenance information is included in the transactions.

Public auditing protects data integrity when outsourcing data to the
cloud. Checking the correctness of cloud data becomes essential when
considering the selfishness of CSPs. Ateniese et al. [9] applied homomor-
phic tags for proving data possession, which requires heavy computational
overhead. The application of symmetric-key encryption in [10] relieves the
computational overhead. Sebe et al. [79] proposed an auditing protocol
based on a Diffie-Hellman-based approach, which supports an infinite
number of verifications. However, the methods in [10, 79] verify partial
data to approximately audit the whole data, which makes the auditing
results to be probabilistically wrong. Shah et al. [81] introduced a third-
party auditor to regularly check the correctness of data without disclosing
data privacy. Unfortunately, it introduces a heavy operational burden on
data owners. Wang et al. [90] proposed a public auditing scheme that
can eliminate the operational overhead of data owners and protected data
privacy through homomorphic authenticator and random masking. To
additionally support dynamic data operations, Wang et al. [92] bilinearly
aggregated signatures in their public auditing. Worku et al. [96] applied a
ring signature to further protect identity privacy that is not considered in
[90].

Encrypted data processing should support flexible access control of
the processing results and various operations on the encrypted data. Fur-
thermore, to make it practical, the computational overhead should also
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be reasonable. Traditional approaches based on fully homomorphic en-
cryption, partial homomorphic, and secure multiparty computation fail to
achieve the above requirements. Ding et al. [22] developed a homomorphic
re-encryption scheme and established a data processing system that sup-
ports addition, subtraction, multiplication, sign acquisition, comparison,
equivalence test, and variance. Seven basic operations are realized by
applying Paillier’s partial homomorphic encryption in [21] and the flexible
access control is built on the homomorphism of ABE. The division opera-
tion and the maximum and minimum operations are achieved in [19] and
[24], respectively.

Integrating Access control into cloud storage services can restrain unau-
thorized data access and protect data security. Access Control Lists (ACLs)
[59] specify authorized users and their access rights and operations. Wang
et al. [91] combined the hierarchical identity-based encryption and the
ciphertext-policy ABE to construct hierarchical ABE for achieving fine-
grained access control. Similarly, Wan et al. [88] proposed hierarchical
attribute-set-based encryption to support fine-grained access control with
scalability. Considering the single point of failure of centralized key distri-
bution, Ruj et al. [76] proposed a decentralized key distribution scheme
based on ABE and attribute-based signature. Ciphertext-Policy ABE pro-
vides data owners with direct control over access policies but faces an
attribute revocation problem. Yang et al. [111] involved multiple authori-
ties in their access control scheme by enabling these authorities to issue
attributes independently. To revoke an attribute, the authority generates
an update key and sends it to the corresponding data owner and CSP for
updating the data-encryption key and the ciphertext, respectively. Zhou et
al. [121] combined cryptographic techniques and role-based access control
to achieve role-based encrypted data access control. The user revocation is
achieved by applying broadcast encryption and no re-encryption is needed
after the revocation. Yan et al. [105] employed PRE and ABE to achieve
flexible data access control. The trust value of data owner is evaluated
and the reputation value is generated for data access control. Yan et al.
[103] applied PRE to enable a server to control data access. Besides, they
applied reputation as a metric to decide whether an entity is eligible to
access data. ABE is adopted to support data access control at the data
owner side in [107]. The data owner determines the eligibility of a data
user by evaluating its social trust in [107].

2.3.2 Encrypted Data Deduplication

Deduplication is a method to identify and eliminate redundant storage
in the cloud, which significantly saves the storage space of CSPs. The
research on this topic mainly focuses on the following aspects: data decryp-
tion design and duplication check, data ownership challenge, data access
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control, and user revocation.
Encrypting data with individually selected data encryption keys will

produce different ciphertexts, which makes it difficult to identify dupli-
cation. Bellare et al. [11] applied Message-Locked Encryption (MLE) to
generate a data-decryption key based on data contents. Therefore, all
data owners of the same data can generate the same ciphertext without
negotiation and they can decrypt the encrypted data successfully without
data-decryption key distribution. Keelveedhi et al. [43] recognized that
MLE cannot resist brute-force attacks. They further proposed DupLESS
to solve this problem through oblivious pseudorandom function protocol.
A third-party key server is introduced in DupLESS for generating and
distributing the same key pair for the same data content. Li et al. [51]
took user privileges into deduplication design and considered authorized
duplicate check. Convergent encryption is widely applied to achieve secure
encrypted data deduplication. Li et al. [50] allowed data users to dis-
tribute the convergent key shares to several servers for saving the heavy
operational costs of managing enormous convergent keys. Wen et al. [95]
proposed an efficient way to manage convergent keys and support keyword
searching.

Different from data sharing, deduplication requires data owners to prove
their ownership over the data to be accessed. A proof process is generally
recognized as data ownership challenge or Proof of Ownership (PoW).
Halevi et al. [32] proposed a Merkle tree-based PoW to allow data users
to prove their ownership of certain data. Blasco et al. [12] integrated
Bloom filters into deduplication to relieve the overheads of CSPs in data
ownership challenges. The convergent key can also be applied to conduct
proof of ownership [12]. Yan et al. [101] required a data user to prove
its ownership of data based on homomorphic encryption before issuing
data-decryption keys.

To support flexible data access control in deduplication, Yan et al. [102]
applied PRE for allowing CSPs to control duplicated data access without
violating data privacy. In case a data owner distrusts CSPs and wants
to control deduplication independently, Yan et al. [108] further applied
ABE for data access control in deduplication. Furthermore, Yan et al.
[110] proposed a heterogeneous encrypted data deduplication scheme that
enables the data owner to decide which entity controls the deduplication.

User revocation is another important requirement for the security of
deduplication schemes. A data owner who has deleted or modified its data
should be blocked from accessing the previously stored data. Updating the
stored encrypted data to disable previously issued data-decryption keys
is a promising solution to user revocation. Ding et al. [23] applied PRE
to generate new data-decryption keys for all eligible data users after user
revocation. Yuan et al. [117] achieved dynamic ownership management
by applying re-encryption for user revocation. Another possible solution
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is to revoke the eligibility of data owners for realizing user revocation, for
example, methods based on a blacklist and ACL.

Harnik et al. [34] enabled data users to artificially turn off deduplica-
tion to avoid privacy leakage issues caused by side-channel attacks. Xu
et al. [99] recognized the influences of outside adversaries and honest-
but-curious CSPs on data confidentiality. To increase the reliability of
deduplication, Li et al. [99] introduced a deterministic secret sharing
method for distributing data chunks to different CSPs.

2.3.3 Applications of Game Theory in Human-Machine
Networks

Game theory has been increasingly applied to tackle challenging problems
and assist decision-making in multiple fields. Numerous surveys [14, 25,
53, 57, 64, 75] show the great potential of game theory in addressing
security and privacy issues in computer science. In order to grasp the
recent advances of game theory and its applications, figure out open issues
and direct our research, we extensively reviewed the previous applications
of game theory in Human-Machine Networks (HMNs), like crowdsourcing
systems, Internet of Things (IoTs), and the Bitcoin system, as reported in
Publication II.

Crowdsourcing systems provide a novel solution to complex or massive
tasks by integrating distributed power and resources. Individuals can
employ their spare time or extra resources to obtain profits or to contribute
to a cause. The growth in smart mobile devices with sensors is paving the
way to the popularity of mobile crowdsourcing. A typical crowdsourcing
system involves a platform that gathers crowdsourcers and workers. The
success of crowdsourcing systems depends on the collaboration among all
system entities. However, social dilemmas exist in practice. For example,
the workers could apply a free-riding strategy and the crowdsourcers may
falsely feedback the quality of a task fulfilled by workers. Anta et al.
[7] applied a Stackelberg game with a reward and punishment incentive
mechanism to solve the collusion among workers. Taking reputation into a
game model between workers and crowdsourcers [119] can suppress the
dishonest behavior of crowdsourcers. Similarly, Lu et al. [62] related the
utilities of players to a parameter called rate. All rational players are
encouraged to behave honestly to maintain their rates at a high level.

IoT consists of massive energy-aware devices with strategic actions. Re-
searchers have applied game theoretic methods to address task scheduling
[13, 28] and resource allocation [38, 44] problems in IoT network arrange-
ment. Farris et al. [28] proposed a repeated coalition formation game for
encouraging selfish IoT service providers to cooperate with each other. Bui
et al. [13] applied a Stackelberg game to help IoT-based traffic light con-
trollers make decisions for priority vehicles and to achieve short average
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waiting time. Kim [44] proposed a two-stage nest game to dynamically
assign computation resources, which reduces computational complexity
and saves energy consumption. Safdar et al. investigated the resource
allocation problems of uplink Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications
in cellular networks [77] and heterogeneous cellular networks [69] by game
theoretic approaches. They showed that a non-cooperative game can help
players gain more profits while a cooperative game is fairer. Besides, game
theory is also applied to ensure quality of service [4, 5, 37], optimize rout-
ing [58, 63] in communications, and overcome network security problems
[16, 33, 47, 70, 80, 87].

The game theory works well in analyzing attacks in the Bitcoin system.
Johnson et al. [42] modeled the interaction between two mining pools as a
non-cooperative game. The results showed that a large mining pool is more
likely to be attacked than a small one. Laszka et al. [48] extended [42] by
considering mining pool migrations. Their investigation supports mining
pools to set suitable parameters for avoiding attacks. Eyal [27] found the
prisoner’s dilemma when exploring the competition among mining pools.
The NE of this game is to attack each other, which would reduce the profits
of all players simultaneously. Thus the most profitable strategy is not to
attack. Kim [45] proposed a group bargaining game model to illustrate
how the miners in a mining pool can obtain the highest profits. Regarding
detailed analysis, comparison and additional applications in our survey,
refer to Publication II.

The above work shows that game theoretic approaches have been success-
fully applied to extensively motivate system entities to take an active part
and behave honestly in crowdsourcing systems, realize task scheduling
and resource allocation in IoT systems, and analyze mining-related attacks
in the Bitcoin system. However, deduplication is a kind of cloud computing
service, thus whether the above approaches can be directly applied into
deduplication should be seriously investigated due to different system
models and application demands.

2.3.4 Other Applications of Game Theory

Game theoretic analysis offers considerable help in ensuring the adoption
and promoting the long-term development of schemes. Game theory has
been applied in cloud computing and networking. Yu et al. [114] used
a game-theoretical method to analyze how vehicles optimally share re-
sources to improve network performance when exploiting cloud computing
in vehicular networks. In wireless multimedia social networks, Nan et al.
[71] proposed a distributed bandwidth allocation method based on game
theory to effectively avoid selfish behavior of players. The fair resource and
reward allocation problem was addressed with a cooperative game [72].
Researchers in [73] proposed a game theory-based distributed task schedul-
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ing scheme for eliminating the selfish behavior of all entities in the cloud
and achieving a socially optimal outcome. Gao et al. [30] investigated
the acceptance of a reputation-based cloud data access control system.
They applied game theory to model the system interaction, considered the
existence of dishonest CSPs, and identified a social reputation dilemma
among CSPs. This work shows that reputation-based compensation and
punishment mechanisms can motivate the participation of data users and
suppress dishonest behavior of CSPs effectively. Tian et al. [86] applied
game theory to model the interaction between a tenant operator and a
renter operator in Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN). They introduced
trust value into utility design and summarized the conditions of operator
cooperation.

The above approaches show that game theory can also assist in eliminat-
ing selfish behavior and motivating cooperation in cloud computing scenar-
ios. However, S-DEDU, C-DEDU, and H-DEDU involve no reputation or
trust in scheme design. Therefore, the reputation-based compensation and
punishment mechanisms in [30] and trust-based utility functions in [86]
cannot be applied into the above deduplication schemes.

A two-stage Stackelberg game has been widely applied to model the
interaction among service providers and buyers [113], or among buyers
[94]. Yu and Hong [113] considered a smart grid scenario with one service
provider (i.e., energy management center) and multiple buyers (i.e., de-
vices) and applied the Stackelberg game to capture their interaction. The
service provider is the leader whose strategy is to decide service prices and
the devices, as the followers, respond by adjusting service demands. The
authors proved that a Stackelberg equilibrium exists, which presents the
optimal actions for all players. Wei et al. [94] investigated how to allo-
cate virtual cloud computing resources by adopting the Stackelberg game
with imperfect information.Two buyers, one is more powerful in bidding
resources than the other, compete with each other. The bid of each buyer is
imperfect information in the game. Nevertheless, the bid can be predicted
from historical information with a hidden Markov model. Through dy-
namic bid prediction and action update, the game finally reaches its Nash
Equilibrium, which is a state where all players gain maximum profits.

Multi-stage Stackelberg games or hierarchical Stackelberg games are
proposed in complex application scenarios. Xiong et al. [98] adopted a
three-stage Stackelberg game to model the interaction among a service
provider, a content provider, and end-users. The Nash Equilibrium of this
game was analyzed by the backward induction method, which converges
to a unique Stackelberg Equilibrium. The interplay in a supply chain with
a duopoly scenario was also formulated as a three-stage Stackelberg game
in [67]. The players comprise a manufacturer with a pricing strategy, a dis-
tributor with a pricing strategy, and two retailers with demand strategies.
However, the Stackelberg game has never been applied into encrypted
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Table 2.1. Comparison with existing work.

Reference Category Contribution

[74] Not specified
Recognizes the lack of incentives for CSPs to
adopt deduplication.

[61] Not specified
Recognizes the lack of incentives for data
users to adopt deduplication.

[66] S-DEDU
Proposes an incentive mechanism for
attracting data users, which is not incentive
compatible for CSPs.

[89] Not specified
Models interactions in deduplication as a
game for defending attacks. However, does
not consider incentives.

[112] C-DEDU
Recognizes the lack of incentives for data
owners to adopt deduplication.

Publication
III

S-DEDU
Designs an incentive mechanism to motivate
the participation of data holders without
weakening the incentives of CSPs.

Publication
IV & V

C-DEDU
Propose incentive mechanisms to promote
cooperation among stakeholders with privacy
preservation.

H-DEDU
Analyzes the adoption of H-DEDU and proves
the existence of optimal strategies for all
stakeholders.

data deduplication although it shows specific advantages in the analysis of
complicated interaction among service providers and buyers.

2.3.5 Comparison

We have presented recent research papers about incentives on deduplica-
tion in Section 1.2.2. Table 2.1 summarized the comparison between this
dissertation and these related papers [74, 61, 66, 89, 112]. They either
only acknowledged the necessity of incentives for motivating data users
and CSPs to participate in deduplication [74, 61, 89, 112] or failed to mo-
tivate both of them [66]. This dissertation comprehensively analyzed the
practical adoption of encrypted data deduplication schemes deliberately
with the help of game theory. We not only considered how to motivate the
participation of data users and CSPs with regard to deduplication, but also
contemplated how to trigger cooperative behaviors.
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3. Methodologies

In this chapter, we first introduce our research road map to fulfill the
research tasks specified in Section 1.3. Then, we present the research
methodologies applied in this dissertation. We formally define a partici-
pation game and a cooperation game in Section 3.2. We summarize the
feasibility conditions necessary for the game-based incentive mechanisms
found on the basis of our literature review (refer to Publication II). A
number of evaluation criteria to estimate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed mechanisms for promoting the adoption of deduplication schemes
are presented at the end of this chapter.

3.1 General Research Method

Figure 3.1 illustrates the road map of our research on the adoption of
deduplication, which is detailed below.

First, we reviewed state-of-the-art encrypted cloud data deduplication
schemes and previous applications of game theory. Through a thorough
review, we identified our target research problems regarding practical
adoption of different types of deduplication schemes and analyzed the
challenges in solving them. Then, we specified our research tasks. Con-
cretely, the literature review revealed that few efforts have been made
to study the practical adoption of deduplication, thus motivating this dis-
sertation. Further review on the incentives in deduplication emphasized
the importance and necessity of introducing incentive mechanisms to pro-
mote participation and cooperation in deduplication. We also studied the
applications of game theoretic methods used earlier in various systems,
especially game-based incentive mechanism design.

Second, we abstracted the procedure used in deduplication schemes based
on different access control patterns. We derived, explained and justified
our research assumptions based on the deduplication procedures, and then
proposed corresponding economic models.

Third, we analyzed the adoption of individual types of deduplication
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Step 1: Literature Review

Step 2: System Model

Step 3: Game Theoretic 
Analysis on S-DEDU

Step 4: Game Ttheoretic 
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Specify research tasks
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Seek optimal strategies
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Decide research 
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Step 3: Game Theoretic 
Analysis on C-DEDU

Construct cooperation 
game

Design incentive 
mechanism 

Seek optimal strategies

Set up feasibility 
conditions

Experiments and 
evaluation

Figure 3.1. Research road map.

schemes (i.e., S-DEDU and C-DEDU). To motivate participation willing-
ness in a S-DEDU system and cooperation behavior in a C-DEDU system,
we constructed a customized game model and designed an incentive mecha-
nism based on feasibility conditions for the S-DEDU and C-DEDU schemes.
Herein, game modeling was employed to capture the interaction among
stakeholders in deduplication schemes and identify practical problems.
For example, by modeling the interaction between a data owner and a
data holder in C-DEDU as a non-cooperative game, we detected the free-
riding behavior of data holders which take advantage of deduplication
while contributing nothing to it. The feasibility conditions were adopted
as a guideline to design a feasible game-based incentive mechanism. By
taking into account these conditions (e.g., involving them into the utility
functions of stakeholders), we set related parameters in order to satisfy the
feasibility conditions. Furthermore, we proposed assistant algorithms to
help each player choose its best strategy. We also conducted experiments to
evaluate the correctness of our theoretic analysis, showed the effectiveness
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of the proposed incentive mechanisms, and investigated the influence of
system parameters.

Fourth, we analyzed the adoption of H-DEDU on the basis of existing
research results in S-DEDU and C-DEDU. We established a new game
model for H-DEDU and theoretically demonstrated the existence of the
Nash Equilibrium.

3.2 Adoption Game

A practically feasible deduplication scheme should motivate the majority
of data users to participate in and guarantee that most data users coopera-
tively follow the scheme design. This dissertation applies game theory as
the main theory for investigating the adoption of deduplication by playing
an adoption game. To investigate whether deduplication is feasible in
practice, we divided the adoption game into two parts: a participation
game and a cooperation game, as specified below.

The participation game studies whether all stakeholders are willing
to participate in deduplication. We first constructed a participation game
in S-DEDU that includes two types of players: CSPs and data holders.
Since the objective is to study the adoption of S-DEDU, we assumed that S-
DEDU is the only deduplication scheme available to adopt. The action set
for the CSP is {provide storage service without S-DEDU, provide storage
service with S-DEDU}, which can be referred to as {without S-DEDU, with
S-DEDU} for ease of presentation. The action set for the data holder is
{store data at a CSP without S-DEDU, store data at a CSP with S-DEDU},
which can also be simplified as {without S-DEDU, with S-DEDU}. Based on
this game, we proposed an incentive mechanism to promote the willingness
of data holders and CSPs to participate in S-DEDU.

The cooperation game was built on the premise that all stakeholders
are willing to participate in a deduplication scheme and was used to study
the cooperation behavior of the players involved. Participation willingness
is guaranteed by introducing the incentive mechanism proposed in the
participation game. However, in the case of C-DEDU where deduplication
is controlled on the client side, conflicting interests occur among data users,
which are composed of data owners and data holders. In C-DEDU, data
owners want to be offline to save operational costs, while data holders
expect the data owners to stay online in order to avoid service delays. To
investigate their cooperation, it is therefore necessary to further construct
a new game in C-DEDU. We built a game between a data owner and a
data holder to study their cooperation behavior in C-DEDU. The players
decide to behave cooperatively or non-cooperatively. The action set for
a data owner is {stay online, be offline with a probability}, referred to
as {cooperative, non-cooperative}. The action set for a data holder is
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{follow C-DEDU, deviate from C-DEDU}, which is simplified as {cooperative,
non-cooperative}. We studied the feasibility of applying the incentive
mechanism introduced in the participation game into this cooperation
game and proposed essential improvement if needed.

In addition, we further refined the action sets of players when inves-
tigating the adoption of H-DEDU. In H-DEDU, the game focuses on the
interaction between three players: a CSP, a data owner, and data holders.
The action set for the CSP is the upper limit of the discount set by the CSP,
the action set for the data owner is its online probability, and the action
set for data holders is the deduplication rate. These actions are expressed
as real numbers between 0 and 1 in mathematics; therefore, the action
sets are no longer countable sets as in the games built for S-DEDU and
C-DEDU.

3.3 Feasibility of Incentive Mechanisms

In a game model G , each player i possesses an action set Ai, which consists
of an expected strategy aE

i and a unexpected strategy aN
i . We formally

define the game model as G = 〈P, (Ai)i∈P, (ui)i∈P〉 based on Definition 1.
When the NE of game G is composed of unexpected behavior, an incentive
mechanism is needed to reformulate the game and reach a desirable direc-
tion. For example, in the above participation game, the expected behavior
is for all players to participate in the deduplication schemes, whereas
in the cooperation game, they are expected to behave cooperatively. By
involving an incentive mechanism I in game G , we obtain a new game
GI =

⟨︁
P, (Ai)i∈P, (uI

i )i∈P
⟩︁
. The NE for player i is aE

i in game GI .
A feasible incentive mechanism considers four conditions: individual

rationality, incentive compatibility, profitability, and robustness.

Definition 4 (Individual rationality). In a game GI with an incentive
mechanism, for each i ∈ P that takes the strategy aE

i , its payoff is no less
than 0. Namely, uI

i (aE
i ,a−i)≥ 0.

It is unreasonable that a player would have incentives to take part in a
game where it can only obtain negative utility when non-participation gives
zero utility. Therefore, the introduction of a feasible incentive mechanism
should guarantee that the NE is a state where any players can obtain
non-negative profits.

Definition 5 (Incentive compatibility). In a game with an incentive mech-
anism GI , for each player i ∈P, the expected action is always dominant no
matter what actions are chosen by the other players, namely uI

i (aE
i ,a−i) ≥

uI
i (aN

i ,a−i).

An incentive mechanism should motivate players to choose the actions
that we expect them to take. The possibility of profiting from unexpected
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actions (i.e., not participating in deduplication and being non-cooperative
in our adoption game) encourages unhealthy tendencies, thus leading
to cooperation failure and eventual collapse of the cloud storage system
business.

Definition 6 (Profitability). For a party C that is excluded from the game
model but plays an irreplaceable role in the system, its benefit is guaranteed
when participating in the system under the incentive mechanism I. If we
denote its utility as uI

C(a), then uI
C(a)> 0.

This condition is easy to understand. As a profit-driven entity in practice,
the party C only survives when obtaining enough benefits to cover its costs.

Definition 7 (Robustness). With system disturbance ϵ in the game GI with
an incentive mechanism, the NE is achievable.

Disturbances from an environment or internal participants are unavoid-
able in practice. A robust model should have the ability to resist deviations
and reach a stable state in a short time.

3.4 Evaluation Criteria

Conducting experiments is one of our research methods. By evaluating
experimental results, we can prove the correctness of our theoretical anal-
ysis, show the effectiveness of proposed incentive mechanisms, and assess
the influence of system parameters. In this section, we list the evaluation
criteria used in our research.

Herein, the utilities of different players show their profits by adopting
different actions. If the utility of our expected action for each player is no
less than 0, then the proposed incentive mechanism is with individual ra-
tionality. Comparing the utilities of a player with different actions clearly
reveals whether the proposed incentive mechanism is incentive compatible.
We also recorded the utilities of stakeholders that are not regarded as play-
ers in game models but play irreplaceable roles in deduplication schemes
to evaluate whether the incentive mechanism can guarantee profitability
for them. The deduplication percentage represents the level of success
achieved by deduplication and reflects the acceptance of deduplication.
The time or number of iterations to reach NE shows whether the game
can become stable within a reasonable time. It can also evaluate the ro-
bustness of incentive mechanisms. In H-DEDU, the deduplication rate,
online probability, and upper limit of discount represent the actions taken
by data holders, data owners, and CSPs, respectively.
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4. Game Theoretic Analysis of S-DEDU

This chapter, which is a summary of Publication III, reports our research
results with regard to game theoretic analysis of S-DEDU.

4.1 Introduction

Analyzing whether all stakeholders have incentives to participate in S-
DEDU is practically important. It is obvious that CSPs, as the direct
beneficiaries of deduplication, are willing to accept S-DEDU. However, data
holders lose direct control over their data in S-DEDU. They may suffer
from temporary data-unavailability due to CSP mismanagement. Thus,
sensitive data holders may be reluctant to accept S-DEDU. In this chapter,
we investigate how to motivate data holders to adopt S-DEDU. Miao et
al. [66] stated that setting a storage-service fee paid by a data holder
to be negatively correlated with the number of data holders that accept
deduplication could motivate the participation willingness in S-DEDU.
Based on this research, we introduce discounts into our economic model for
S-DEDU as incentives. Then we establish a game model for the interaction
between a CSP and data holders, and present their potential actions as well
as the corresponding utility functions. Taking the conditions in Section 3.3
into account, we define the conditions for a feasible incentive mechanism
in the S-DEDU scenario. We prove the method in [66] is infeasible in our
game model since it fails to consistently provide incentives to the CSP.
To this end, we propose a bounded discount-based incentive mechanism
which introduces discount boundaries to ensure that the incentives are
compatible with the profits of the CSP.

4.2 System Model and Research Assumptions

We first introduce a cloud storage system with S-DEDU and our research
assumptions.
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Figure 4.1. The structure of a cloud storage system with S-DEDU.

4.2.1 System Model

Figure 4.1 represents the cloud storage system with S-DEDU. Three kinds
of stakeholders are involved: data holders, CSPs and AP. Data holders
store their personal data that could be duplicated at a CSP and CSPs
provide storage service to data users. CSPs cooperate with a fully trusted
party AP to control deduplication. The system procedure has been detailed
in Section 2.1.2 and we just briefly describe it below.

1. A data holder i sends its encrypted data storage request to a CSP.

2. The CSP checks its storage space and finds that this data is unique,
then it asks the data holder i to upload the data.

3. Another data holder j sends the same data storage request to the
CSP.

4. The CSP finds the existence of this data, therefore it sends the infor-
mation of the data holder j to AP for verifying whether it does own
the data. Once the data holder j passes data ownership challenge,
the CSP and AP cooperate to issue a re-encrypted data-encryption
key to it. The data holder j decrypts the key and then can access the
stored data.

4.2.2 Research Assumptions

We summarize our assumptions herein, which are simplified compared
with Section III-B in Publication III.
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All players are profit-driven in an economic environment. They rationally
choose actions from the perspective of maximizing their own utilities. Data
holders may not participate in S-DEDU, but they are willing to store their
data in the cloud for the long run according to the analysis in [30]. However,
if they choose to participate in S-DEDU, they will follow the scheme design
strictly. We assume that the cloud storage benefits for all data holders of
identical data are the same. To simplify our model, we assume each data
holder only has one piece of data to store. Different data have different
sizes. CSPs cannot be fully depended on since data mismanagement may
happen. We assume the loss caused by mismanagement impacts the benefit
of cloud storage. The unit storage cost is fixed or constant within a CSP.
It is wise for a CSP to back up its storage space timely and frequently,
the cost of which is negligible when comparing with the cost of storing
all replicates of data. Therefore, we assume the backup cost is negligible
and we skip it in our economic model. We assume that there is only one
AP for simplification. It charges service fees from CSPs for activating
re-encryption.

4.3 Economic Model and Game Model

In this section, we first specify an economic model for S-DEDU. After that,
we introduce our game model by determining players, their actions and
utility functions.

4.3.1 Economic Model

Let K = {k1,k2, . . . ,kK } and H = {h1,h2, . . . ,hH} denote the CSP set and
data holder set in the system, respectively. The data set is denoted as
D = {d1,d2, . . . ,dD}. Each data d ∈ D belongs to at least one data holder.
The utility of each stakeholder is the difference between its incomes and
expenditures. Pay-per-use pricing mode is applied in this chapter.

A data holder h ∈H that stores data d ∈D at CSP k ∈K at time t, gains
cloud storage benefits Bh(t) by paying a storage-service fee SFk

h(t) to the
CSP k. CSP k stores this data at a storage cost SCh

k (t). If S-DEDU is
applied, the storage-service fee is discounted by αd

k (t). Moreover, CSP
k only stores one copy for each identical data. In order to evaluate the
robustness of our method, we consider the risk of data mismanagement for
data holders with a probability pk. We denote the data-mismanagement
influence on the cloud storage benefits of data holder h as wh. Therefore,
the data-mismanagement loss is represented as Lh(t)= pk ×wh ×Bh(t). If
S-DEDU is applied, Lh(t) is exacerbated since all holders of identical data
are associated with each other. The loss is positively related to the number
of data holders that adopt deduplication. Let rd

k (t) define the deduplication
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rate of data d at CSP k, we model the influence of deduplication rate
on the loss as

(︁
1+ rd

k (t)
)︁×Lh(t). When CSP k adopts S-DEDU, it should

additionally pay a service fee RFk(t) to AP. Notably, no matter S-DEDU
is applied or not, the CSP incurs some operational cost. We ignore this
component for simplification. The expenditure of AP is mainly from its
operational cost OCAP (t) for PRE.

4.3.2 Participation Game in S-DEDU

AP is a trusted party and only has interest interaction with CSPs. If two
data holders in S-DEDU own the same data, there is no difference between
them with regard to the cloud storage benefit, the storage-service fee, and
the discount. Therefore, we consider a game with a CSP and data holders
as players. Since they are rational to maximize their profits, we model
the game as a non-cooperative one. The strategy for a CSP is to provide
storage service with S-DEDU or not. The strategy for a data holder is to
store data at a CSP with S-DEDU or not. We present the utility functions
of all system entities with different strategies below.

We denote the user number of each data d ∈ D at CSP k as Nd
k (t). The

number of data holders that accept S-DEDU is nd
k (t) = Nd

k (t)× rd
k (t). The

utility function of data holder h in a CSP without S-DEDU is

U0
h(t)= Bh(t)−SFk

h(t)−Lh(t), (4.1)

The utility function of this CSP is

U0
k (t)=

∑︂

d∈D

Nd
k (t)×(︁

SFk
h(t)−SCh

k (t)
)︁
. (4.2)

If CSP k provides storage service with S-DEDU, its utility function is

U1
k (t)=

∑︂

d∈D

SFk
h(t)×(︁

Nd
k (t)−αd

k (t)×nd
k (t)

)︁−SCh
k (t)×(︁

Nd
k (t)−nd

k (t)+1
)︁−RFk(t).

(4.3)
The utility function of data holder h that adopts S-DEDU is

U1
h(t)= Bh(t)−(︁

1−αd
k (t)

)︁×SFk
h(t)−(︁

1+ rd
k (t)

)︁×Lh(t). (4.4)

The income of AP comes from the service fee
∑︁K

k=1 RFk(t) paid by all of its
subscribed CSPs and the expenditure of AP is mainly from the operational
cost OCAP (t) for PRE. Hence, the utility function of AP is:

UAP (t)=
∑︂K

k=1
RFk(t)−OCAP (t). (4.5)

The main idea in [66], which is the only payment-based incentive mech-
anism in deduplication we found, is to let all holders of the same data to
share the unit storage fee when S-DEDU is applied. That is,

αd
k (t)= 1− 1

rd
k (t)×Nd

k (t)
= 1− 1

nd
k (t)

. (4.6)
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We theoretically analyze the weakness of (4.6) in our economic model and
game model. The incentives provided to the data holders decrease the
profits of the CSP. Therefore, a rational CSP will refuse to participate in
S-DEDU if such an incentive mechanism is applied. The detailed proof
can be found in Section IV-B of Publication III. Therefore, a more feasible
incentive mechanism is demanded.

4.4 Bounded Discount-Based Incentive Mechanism

4.4.1 Feasibility Conditions

We apply the conditions described in Section 3.3 into S-DEDU, and define
the following feasibility conditions for a discount-based incentive mecha-
nism.

Definition 8 (Individual Rationality Constraint (IR-Constraint)). The
incentive mechanism should guarantee the non-negative benefits of data
holders and CSPs that participate in S-DEDU, i.e., for all h ∈ H with
S-DEDU, U1

h(t)≥ 0; for all k ∈K with S-DEDU, U1
k (t)≥ 0.

Definition 9 (Incentive Compatibility Constraint (IC-Constraint)). When
the incentive mechanism is introduced, the best strategy for a data holder
is to participate in S-DEDU, i.e., for data holder h ∈ H , U1

h(t)−U0
h(t) ≥ 0.

CSP can obtain more profits by adopting S-DEDU, i.e., for CSP k ∈ K ,
U1

k (t)−U0
k (t)≥ 0.

Definition 10 (Profitability Constraint (P-Constraint):). The incentive
mechanism should ensure the non-negative profit of AP, i.e., UAP (t)≥ 0.

Before detailing the incentive mechanism with payment discount, we
establish some preconditions. A consensus throughout this dissertation is
the adoption of cloud storage service [30]. Namely, U0

h(t)≥ 0 and U0
k (t)≥ 0.

Hence,
(1− pk ×wh)×Bh(t)−SFk

h(t)≥ 0, (4.7)

SFk
h(t)−SCh

k (t)> 0. (4.8)

4.4.2 Discount-Based Incentive Mechanism

In our proposed discount-based incentive mechanism, the discount that
a data holder can obtain is calculated in terms of data. We design the
discount to be positively linear with the deduplication rate and set a
boundary for the discount. The discount for each data is expressed as
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follows:
αd

k (t)= rd
k (t)×

(︂
αk,d

max −αk,d
min

)︂
, (4.9)

where αk,d
max and α

k,d
min are set to be the maximum and minimum discounts

that CSP k can deliver to the holders of data d. These two parameters are
deducted from the IR-Constraint and IC-Constraint of CSP k. We set

αk,d
max =

Nd
k (t)−1

(ϕk +δ)×Nd
k (t)

,αk,d
min = 0,

where ϕk denotes the constant SFk
h (t)

SCh
k (t) . The parameter δ> 0 is introduced for

the CSP to flexibly adjust its discount. Therefore, (4.9) is detailed as

αd
k (t)= rd

k (t)× Nd
k (t)−1

(ϕk +δ)×Nd
k (t)

. (4.10)

The value of δ is negatively related to the discount that a CSP provides
to the data holders. Hence, a CSP can achieve the highest benefits by
adjusting the value of δ since the other parameters in (4.10) are fixed.

With our proposed incentive mechanism, a data holder cannot obtain
more profits by creating fake identities to intentionally increase the dedu-
plication rate for a large discount. Thus, the incentive mechanism is
resistant to the Sybil attack. The detailed proof can be found in Section
IV-C of Publication III.

4.4.3 Assistant Algorithm

We further propose an algorithm to instruct CSPs to choose system param-
eters and show how the data holders and CSPs select their actions.

CSP k determines its default storage fee SFk
h(t) based on its storage cost

SCh
k (t) to ensure (4.8). The only parameter in (4.10) that requires CSP k

to decide on is δ. As long as δ > 0, our incentive mechanism guarantees
incentive rationality and incentive compatibility for CSPs. CSP k can
empirically choose the value of δ> 0 to determine αd

k (t).
At time t, data holder h chooses local storage if U0

h(t)< 0. Otherwise, the
data holder compares U1

h(t) with U0
h(t). If U1

h(t)>U0
h(t), it accepts S-DEDU

adopted by CSP k. Otherwise, it refuses to adopt S-DEDU. After getting
the actions of all data holders, CSP k updates the deduplication rates and
adjusts the discounts.

4.5 Experiments and Evaluation

We applied the information of Debian packages from the Debian Popularity
Contest [3], particularly the package size and the number of installation
requests for each package, to simulate a realistic dataset. Each package
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represents a unique piece of data and the installation requests can simulate
data storage requests. We selected the packages in the section contrib
(https://popcon.debian.org/contrib/index.html) to form our testing dataset.
The reason for choosing this section is its data diversity. To be specific, its
data sizes are diverse; different data belongs to different numbers of data
holders.

We took a snapshot on 19th June 2018 to record the number of package
installations, the number of packages and the sizes of current-version pack-
ages. Our testing dataset consists of 309052 Debian package installations.
The total number of packages is 434. Concretely, the dataset has 309052
data holders that hold 434 unique data.

In our experiments, we modeled that the influence of data-mismanagement
wh obeys a uniform distribution on the interval [wmin,wmax], namely
wh ∼U [wmin,wmax].

We employed the following evaluation criteria in the game theoretic
analysis of S-DEDU. The first four criteria were applied to evaluate the
correctness of our analysis and the effectiveness of our proposed incentive
mechanism. The last four criteria were applied to test the influence of
system parameters.

1. The average utilities of data holders with different actions in different
time generations;

2. The utilities of CSPs with different actions in different time genera-
tions;

3. The deduplication percentage of a cloud storage system in different
time generations;

4. The utility of AP in different time generations;

5. The average utility of data holders at NE;

6. The utility of CSP at NE;

7. The deduplication percentage at NE;

8. The time to reach NE.

We first evaluated whether the stakeholders are willing to participate in
S-DEDU with our incentive mechanism. We examined two CSPs, which
were denoted as C1 and C2. C1 provides general storage service while C2
adopts S-DEDU. C1 and C2 have the same data holder set as specified
above, namely 309052 data holders with 434 unique data to be stored. The
two CSPs publish the same storage-service fee while C2 grants additional
discounts to data holders. Data holders compare their utilities in C1 and
C2 and choose the CSP with more profits. C2 adjusts the discounts as
time goes by since the deduplication rates are changing. Our experimental
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Figure 4.2. The experimental results.

results show that under our experimental settings, the proposed incentive
mechanism helps C2 save about 75% of the originally required storage
space. The average utility of data holders in C2 is non-negative and at least
the same as that in C1; therefore, our incentive mechanism fulfills the con-
dition of individual rationality and the condition of incentive compatibility
for data holders. The utility of C2 is always above the utility of C1, which
is over 0. Therefore, the incentive mechanism is also individually rational
and incentive compatible for CSPs. When S-DEDU is applied in C2, the
utility of AP increases with the increase of the number of data holders that
are willing to participate in S-DEDU; therefore, the profitability of AP can
be guaranteed. The detailed results can be found in Figure 4.2, which is
Figure 3 of Publication III.

We also investigated the effects of some system parameters on the adop-
tion of S-DEDU. We discovered that a CSP should make efforts to improve
its service robustness in order to gain more profits. The participation
willingness of data holders in S-DEDU highly depends on data-availability
which is the main concern of data holders.
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4.6 Summary and Discussion

This chapter analyzed the participation willingness in S-DEDU. We mod-
eled the game between a CSP and data holders as a non-cooperative game.
We also established an economic model to detail the utility functions of
all stakeholders. To motivate data holders to participate in S-DEDU, we
employed an incentive mechanism with discounts. Considering the incen-
tive compatibility condition of CSPs, we set boundaries for the discounts.
The effectiveness of this bounded discount-based incentive mechanism was
evaluated by realistic dataset-based experiments.

Although our incentive mechanism was built on the S-DEDU scheme in
[101], it is compatible with other server-controlled deduplication schemes.
The economic model can be easily adapted to other schemes [66]. Since we
set the service fee paid to AP as a constant, its presence has little effect
on the utilities of other entities. Therefore, after minor modification, our
economic model can be applied to schemes without additional servers.

We only investigated how a CSP can encourage data holders to partic-
ipate in S-DEDU without weakening its profits at the same time. The
players were assumed to execute the scheme design strictly in Section
4.2.2. However, such cooperative behavior is difficult to be guaranteed
in practical situations where the stakeholders are rational and selfish.
Moreover, a malicious user can speculate the existence of data through the
discount calculated according to the deduplication rate. Therefore, the data
existence privacy could be violated. In the next chapter, we will analyze
the cooperation problem in deduplication and take privacy preservation
into account when designing an incentive mechanism.
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5. Game Theoretic Analysis of C-DEDU

This chapter reports our research results with regard to game theoretic
analysis of C-DEDU, which is a summary of Publications IV and V.

5.1 Introduction

The deduplication in C-DEDU is fully controlled by a data owner. C-
DEDU has its notable advantages in saving operational costs for CSPs
and requires the data owner to be online. However, a data owner can
hardly remain online. The data owner may be offline with a probability,
which could cause service-delay to data holders. The time-sensitive data
holders may be reluctant to behave cooperatively due to unpleasant usage
experience. As we presented in Section 1.2.2, existing literature has not yet
solved this problem. Rabotka and Mannan [74] commented that there is
little incentive for CSPs to adopt C-DEDU. Youn and Chang [112] pointed
out the urgent need of an incentive mechanism in C-DEDU, like giving a
discount to the data owner.

This chapter investigates the cooperation problem in C-DEDU. We adapt
the economic model of S-DEDU proposed in Publication III to the C-DEDU
scenario and model the interaction between a data owner and a data
holder as a non-cooperative game. We further specify discount-based
incentive mechanisms with two modes: a unified discount model and
an individualized discount model. Through game-theoretical analysis,
we identify that the unified discount model motivates non-cooperative
behavior for the data owner and data holder. On the other hand, all players
can behave cooperatively in the individualized discount model under some
conditions but the data privacy cannot be adequately protected. To solve
this problem, we propose two new discount-based incentive mechanisms in
C-DEDU that can not only motivate cooperative behavior but also preserve
data privacy.
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CSP 
collaboration

Data owner side:
Data storage request

Data upload
Access control

Notify CSP for successful deduplication

CSP side:
Store data
Duplication check

Data users

Data users

Data users

Data users

Data holder side:
Data storage request
Data access

Figure 5.1. The structure of a cloud storage system with C-DEDU.

5.2 System Model and Research Assumptions

5.2.1 System Model

Figure 5.1 represents a cloud storage system with C-DEDU. Three kinds
of stakeholders are involved: data owners, data holders and CSPs. A data
owner refers to the first data user to upload data and agrees to control
deduplication. Data holders refer to all the eligible owners that upload the
same data later. Both data owners and data holders are the customers of
CSPs. Below is a simplified workflow of C-DEDU and the detailed version
can be found in Section 2.1.3.

1. A CSP receives a data storage request from a data user j.

2. The CSP checks the existence of this data. If the check is negative,
it requires the user to upload the data in an encrypted form and
regards this user as the data owner. Otherwise, it contacts the real
data owner i for deduplication by forwarding the data storage request
to the owner i.

3. When the data owner i receives the request, it checks the eligibility
of user j and only issues the key for decrypting stored data to the
eligible user. The data owner also notifies the CSP for successful
deduplication.

4. The eligible data holder j can decrypt the cloud data with the key
from the data owner i and access the raw data.
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5.2.2 Research Assumptions

In what follows, we specify our research assumptions proposed based on
[30, 108]. We list them in a simplified form while a full description with
sufficient justification can be found in Section II-C of Publication IV and
Section 3.3 of Publication V.

All players are rational and they choose their actions that bring the
optimal profits. All players are willing to participate in C-DEDU when
the bounded discount-based incentive mechanism proposed in Chapter
4 is applied. However, the data owner may behave non-cooperatively by
being offline with a probability and the data holder could modify its data
slightly to escape from deduplication. We assume this modification barely
influences the data size and brings no additional costs to data holders.
C-DEDU is secure and data leakage is beyond our consideration. The
operational cost for a data owner that participates in C-DEDU is related
to the number of data holders. We assume each data user requests to store
one piece of data at a time and obtains the same cloud storage benefit. We
assume data holders are time-sensitive; therefore, they suffer a loss from a
storage-service delay. The loss is related to the cloud storage benefit since
the storage-service delay prevents the data holders from enjoying the cloud
storage service. In order to simplify our model, we assume all data have
the same data size. The storage and maintenance cost of a CSP is related
to the number of pieces of stored data while the C-DEDU operational cost
is related to the total number of users.

5.3 Economic Model and Game Model

We first accommodate the economic model in S-DEDU to C-DEDU. After
that, we introduce our game model by determining players, their strategies
and utility functions.

5.3.1 Economic Model

Let K = {c1, c2, . . . , cK } denote the CSP set in the system. H = {h1,h2, . . . ,hH}
and O = {o1, o2, . . . , oM} represent the data holder set and the data owner set,
respectively. The combination of H and O is the data user set, which is sym-
bolized as U = {u1,u2, . . . ,uN }. The data set is denoted as D = {d1,d2, . . . ,dM}.

A data user un
k that stores data dm

k at CSP ck pays the storage-service
fee s f n

k(t) to CSP ck and obtains cloud storage benefit bf n
k(t). Each piece

of data introduces a storage cost scn
k(t) for CSP ck. We ignore the data-

mismanagement issue at the CSP side for simplification since it has been
studied in Chapter 4.

C-DEDU classifies data users into two groups: data owners and data
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holders. Data owner oi
k refers to the first data user to upload data dm

k at
CSP ck. The storage-service fee paid by the data owner is discounted by
αi

k(t), which is the incentive that a CSP provides to its users. The discount
model can be a unified discount model or an individualized discount model.
Remaining online is costly for data owners; therefore, the CSP pays request
fees to data owners as compensation. We denote the total operational
costs and request fees of data owner oi

k at time t as OC i
o(t) and RF i

k(t),
respectively. Data holder h j

k also obtains a discount α j
k(t) on its storage-

service fee when C-DEDU is applied. Data holder h j
k suffers from a service-

delay loss l j (t) when its data owner is offline. With the parameter θ j to
denote the time sensitivity of data holder h j

k, we obtain l j (t)= θ j ×bf j
k (t).

A CSP with C-DEDU receives discounted storage-service fees from all
users. It pays request fees to data owners. Performing C-DEDU is costly
for ck and we denote the total operational costs of CSP ck as OCk

c (t).
For easy comparison, we list the utility functions of a data user and a

CSP in the absence of C-DEDU below.

Un
u (t)= bf n

k (t)−s f n
k (t) (5.1)

Uk
c (t)=

∑︂

n
s f n

k (t)−
∑︂

n
scn

k (t) (5.2)

If oi
k is offline with the probability εi,0< εi ≤ 1, its utility function when

C-DEDU is applied is

U i
o (t)= bf i

k (t)−
(︁
1−αi

k (t)
)︁× s f i

k (t)+ (1−εi)×
(︁
RF i

k(t)−OC i
o(t)

)︁
. (5.3)

When setting εi = 0, (5.3) becomes the utility function of a cooperative data
owner. The utility function of a cooperative data holder h j

k at time t in the
C-DEDU scenario is

U j
h (t)= bf j

k (t)−
(︂

1−α j
k (t)

)︂
× s f j

k (t)−εi × l j(t). (5.4)

By extending the expression of l j(t), (5.4) can also be represented as

U j
h (t)=

(︁
1−εi ×θ j

)︁×bf j
k (t)−

(︂
1−α j

k (t)
)︂
× s f j

k (t) . (5.5)

A non-cooperative data holder h j
k modifies its data to avoid deduplication.

In this case, when the unified discount model is applied, it not only obtains
the discount but also reduces the risk of storage-service delay. The utility
function of the non-cooperative data holder h j

k is

U j
h (t)= bf j

k (t)−
(︂

1−α j
k (t)

)︂
× s f j

k (t) . (5.6)

The utility function of ck with C-DEDU at time t is indicated as

Uk
c (t)=

∑︂

i

(︁
1−αi

k (t)
)︁× s f i

k (t)−RF i
k (t)−sci

k (t)

+
∑︂

j

(︂
1−α j

k (t)
)︂
× s f j

k (t)−OCk
c (t) .

(5.7)
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Table 5.1. Utility function matrix with unified discount.

Data owner
Data holder

Cooperative Non-cooperative

Cooperative
bf i

k(t)− (1−αk(t))× s f i
k(t)

+r f k − oci
o,

bf j
k(t)− (1−αk (t))× s f j

k(t)

bf i
k(t)− (1−αk (t))× s f i

k(t)− oci
o,

bf j
k(t)− (1−αk (t))× s f j

k(t)

Non-cooperative

bf i
k − (1−αk (t))× s f i

k(t)

+ (1−εi)×
(︁
r f k − oci

o
)︁
,(︁

1−εi ×θ j
)︁×bf j

k(t)

− (1−αk (t))× s f j
k(t)

bf i
k(t)− (1−αk (t))× s f i

k(t)

− (1−εi)× oci
o,

bf j
k(t)− (1−αk (t))× s f j

k(t)

5.3.2 Cooperation Game in C-DEDU

The game in Chapter 4 regards all data users as one type of player since
they are indistinguishable in S-DEDU concerning their responsibilities in
deduplication. However, they are divided into two classes when C-DEDU
is applied. We mainly consider the game between a data owner and a data
holder herein with regard to their cooperation. The data owner wants
to be offline as long as possible while the data holder prefers the owner
to remain online for preventing any service delay. Therefore, we model
the interaction as a non-cooperative game. The action set for the data
owner is { keep online, be offline with a possibility}, which is simplified
as {cooperative, non-cooperative}. The action set for the data holder is
{follow C-DEDU, deviate from C-DEDU}, which is similarly simplified as
{cooperative, non-cooperative}.

Game with Unified Discount. When CSP ck applies the unified dis-
count model, it calculates the value of discount according to the totally
saved storage space, namely its deduplication percentage. All data users of
CSP ck are granted the same discount no matter what actions they choose.
Namely, αi

k(t)=α j
k(t)=αk(t). The advantage of the unified discount model

is twofold. First, it can be easily calculated with a low computational cost
of CSPs. The second significant advantage is that a data holder cannot
speculate on data information through deduplication status, like whether
it is deduplicated and the number of data holders. Therefore, the unified
discount model is resistant to side-channel attacks.

Table 5.1 illustrates the utility function matrix of the game between
a data owner oi

k and a data holder h j
k, where r f k and oci

o are the unit
request fee and the unit operational cost of the data owner. Then we have
OC i

o(t) =∑︁
j, f ( j,t)=i oci

o and RF i
k(t) =∑︁

j, f ( j,t)=i r fk, where f ( j, t) = i denotes
that oi

k is the owner of h j
k’s data at time t. The first column shows the

strategy of oi
k and the first row shows the strategy of h j

k. The first formula
of each element in Table 5.1 is the utility function of oi

k, and the other
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Table 5.2. Utility function matrix with individualized discount.

Data owner
Data holder

Cooperative Non-cooperative

Cooperative

bf i
k(t)−(︁

1−αi
k (t)

)︁× s f i
k(t)

+r f k − oci
o,

bf j
k(t)−

(︂
1−α j

k (t)
)︂
× s f j

k(t)

bf i
k(t)−(︁

1−αi
k (t)

)︁× s f i
k(t)− oci

o,
bf j

k(t)− s f j
k(t)

Non-cooperative

bf i
k(t)−(︁

1−αi
k (t)

)︁× s f i
k(t)

+ (1−εi)×
(︁
r f k − oci

o
)︁
,(︁

1−εi ×θ j
)︁×bf j

k(t)

−
(︂

1−α j
k (t)

)︂
× s f j

k(t)

bf i
k(t)−(︁

1−αi
k (t)

)︁× s f i
k(t)

− (1−εi)× oci
o,

bf j
k(t)− s f j

k (t)

formula is the utility function of h j
k. By analyzing this game model, we

find that a rational data holder always chooses to be non-cooperative. The
best strategy for a data owner is to be non-cooperative when the data
holder is non-cooperative. The detailed proof can be found in Section 5.2
of Publication V. Therefore, the data holder can take advantage of the
discount which is positively related to the deduplication percentage of the
CSP, but contributes nothing to the deduplication percentage. A practical
cloud storage system with C-DEDU consists of an enormous number of
data holders that are assumed to be rational in our analysis. The free-
riding behavior of all these data holders assembles an N-player social
dilemma game that is known as social fence [82]. Such free-riding behavior
reduces the enthusiasm of other players to contribute and force the cloud
storage system collapse eventually. Therefore, directly applying the unified
discount is impractical in C-DEDU.

Game with Individualized Discount. When CSP ck applies the indi-
vidualized discount model, it calculates the value of discount according to
the deduplication rate of each data. A data holder that behaves uncoop-
eratively gains no discount and α

j
k(t) = 0. We consider a non-cooperative

game between a data owner oi
k and a data holder h j

k that hold the same
data to be stored at ck. Table 5.2 shows the utility function matrix of this
game when the individualized discount model is applied. The conditions
for (cooperative, cooperative) to be the only Nash Equilibrium is:

α
j
k (t)> εi ×θ j ×bf j

k(t)

s f j
k(t)

, (5.8)

r f k > oci
o. (5.9)

The detailed proof can be discovered in Section 5.3 of Publication V.
The individualized discount model suppresses the free-riding behavior

since a non-cooperative data holder cannot obtain more benefits than acting
cooperatively when (5.8) and (5.9) are satisfied. However, a malicious user
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or an attacker can infer data existence by checking whether it can obtain
a discount when uploading data. Therefore, privacy violation should be
considered and avoided when designing the individualized discount model.

5.4 Discount-Based Incentive Mechanism

In this section, we investigate how to discourage the free-riding behavior
in the unified discount model and address the privacy violation issue in
the individualized discount model.

5.4.1 Feasibility Conditions

We first rewrite the conditions in Section 3.3 based on the economic model
for C-DEDU as follows.

Definition 11. A discount-based incentive mechanism is individually ra-
tional if for ∀ δ= i, j, Uδ (t)≥ 0.

Definition 12. A discount-based incentive mechanism is incentive compat-
ible if it ensures that any data users with duplicated data can obtain more
profits by adopting C-DEDU and behaving cooperatively. Namely, for ∀ j,
the value of (5.4) is no less than that of (5.1) and for ∀ i, ∂U i

o(t)
∂εi

< 0.

Definition 13. A discount-based incentive mechanism is profitable for CSP
ck when the incentive mechanism ensures the non-negative profits of CSP,
i.e., Uk

c (t)≥ 0.

5.4.2 Unified Discount without Free-Riding

Publication IV provides an improved incentive mechanism with the unified
discount. The main idea is as follows. A data owner will be awarded with
the discount if it does conduct deduplication and will be punished if its
cooperation performance is poor. The discount is only offered to a data
holder when its data has been stored already. Therefore, if a data holder
adopts free-riding behavior, the data cannot be detected as duplicated and
the data holder gains no discount.

We introduce x j(t) and yj(t) to indicate the duplication check result on
h j

k and the deduplication report on h j
k from oi

k. If data holder h j
k takes the

free-riding behavior, then x j(t) = 0. The data holder suffers from service
delay when x j(t)= 1 and yj(t)= 0. In this case, the data owner is unable to
obtain the request fee for providing deduplication service to h j

k. In addition,
CSP ck marks oi

k with a parameter zi(t). If oi
k never successfully performs

deduplication, then zi(t)= 0. Otherwise, zi(t)= 1.
In this incentive mechanism, when x j(t)= 0, data holder h j

k should pay
s f j

k (t) as its storage-service fee without any discounts. If x j(t) = 1, the
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storage-service fee is discounted by η×αk(t), where η is set to be a bit higher
than 1 to motivate the participation of data holders. Only when zi(t) = 1
can the data owner oi

k receive the discount αk(t). The CSP pays request
fee r fk to oi

k when it receives a deduplication report from oi
k, namely when

yj(t)= 1. If we denote the number of cooperative data holders of oi
k’s data

as ni(t), then the number of successful deduplication that oi
k has performed

at time t can be inferred as
∑︁

i yj(t)= (1−εi)×ni(t).
Based on Section 5.4.1 and our economic model, we conclude the feasibil-

ity conditions for C-DEDU below. The detailed deduction can be discovered
from Section III-C to Section III-E in Publication IV.

αk(t)× s f j
k (t)> εi × l j(t), (5.10)

ni(t)> OC i
o(t)

r fk
, (5.11)

s fk > sck > r fk, (5.12)

η< 1+ r fk ×εi

αk(t)× s fk
. (5.13)

Herein, s fk and sck are the unit storage-service fee and the unit storage
cost set by the CSP ck, respectively.

The above conditions produce a guide to determine CSP parameters and
select data user strategies. We briefly introduce the main idea herein and
the details can be found in Section III-F of Publication IV. CSPs take the
dominant control of parameter settings in practice. Since a CSP is aware
of its unit storage cost sck, it first decides on the unit storage fee s fk and
unit request fee r fk according to (5.12). The upper limit value αk

max of the
discount is calculated according to

αk
max =

s fk − r fk

s fk
− OCk

c (t)
s f i

k(t)×Ni
, (5.14)

where Ni is the user number of oi
k’s data. Then the CSP determines the

discount according to αk
max and the deduplication percentage ρk(t) at time

t as
αk(t)= ρk(t)×αk

max. (5.15)

Based on (5.13), CSP ck further chooses the value of η to be slightly lower
than 1+ r fk×εi

αk
max×s fk

, where εi is a known value. If the discount granted by the

CSP satisfies (5.10), the data holder h j
k follows the procedure of C-DEDU.

Otherwise, it behaves non-cooperatively by taking free-riding behavior.
Furthermore, if (5.11) is satisfied, the data owner oi

k will remain online.
Otherwise, it is offline with the possibility εi.
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5.4.3 Individualized Discount with Privacy-Preservation

To protect data privacy from side-channel attacks, we determine a random
threshold for each data. Only when the number of data holders of a piece
of data exceeds a pre-defined threshold, denoted as σi, can the cooperative
data users get the discount.

Based on Section 5.4.1, we conclude the conditions for the adoption of
C-DEDU are (5.8), (5.9), and

αi
k (t)≥ 1− bf i

k(t)
s f i

k(t)
− εi ×

∑︁
j, f ( j,t)=i

(︁
r f k − oci

o
)︁

s f i
k(t)

, (5.16)

αi
k (t)≤ 1− sci

k(t)+ r f k ×ni (t)+ ock
c ×ni (t)

s f i
k(t)× (1+Ni)

. (5.17)

The parameter ock
c refers to the unit operational cost of CSP ck. Notably,

(5.8) and (5.9) are the conditions for (cooperative, cooperative) to be the
only Nash Equilibrium.

According to these conditions and the privacy-preserving individual-
ized discount, we proposed a parameter-setting algorithm and a discount-
granting algorithm for CSP as well as two strategy-choosing algorithms
for the data owner and the data holder, respectively. All these algorithms
are detailedly described in Section 5.4.2 of Publication V.

5.5 Experiments and Evaluation

The dataset applied in this chapter is the same as that in Section 4.5. The
properties of this dataset are similar to those of cloud data storage. The
first user that accesses and downloads a data package can be considered
as a data owner and the later users that download the same data package
can be regarded as data holders. Thus, applying this dataset can feasibly
simulate a cloud data storage system with duplicated data, based on which
we can perform our experimental evaluation.

The following evaluation criteria were used in the game theoretic analysis
of C-DEDU. We adopted the first four to prove the correctness of our
analysis and the effectiveness of our proposed incentive mechanisms, and
applied the others to assess the influence of system parameters.

1. The average utilities of data holders with different actions in different
time generations;

2. The average utilities of data owners with different actions in different
time generations;

3. The utilities of CSPs with different actions in different time genera-
tions;
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4. The deduplication percentage of a cloud storage system in different
time generations;

5. The average utility of data holders at NE;

6. The average utility of data owners at NE;

7. The utility of CSP at NE;

8. The deduplication percentage at NE;

9. The time to reach NE.

5.5.1 Unified Discount without Free-Riding

This subsection introduces our experiments on the unified discount-based
incentive mechanism without free-riding. The parameter settings can be
discovered in Table V of Publication IV.

Several CSPs with different strategies competing with each other in each
experiment. We denoted the CSPs without deduplication, with C-DEDU,
with C-DEDU and the incentive mechanism as C0, C1, and C2, respectively.
CSPs announce their system parameters, like the unit storage fee, the unit
request fee, and the discount, to the public. All the data users take actions
according to these parameters. A time generation is over when all players
have made choices. After each time generation, CSPs update the discount
according to deduplication percentages, and then all data users update
their actions accordingly. When all entities have no incentive to alter their
actions, our game experiment reaches an NE state.

The experiment with the comparison between C0 and C1 is to evaluate
the participation willingness in C-DEDU. The results show that about 80%
of the originally required storage space is saved through deduplication at
C1. However, when considering the existence of free-riding behavior, the
experimental results show that the utilities of all stakeholders except the
non-cooperative data holders are decreased. Moreover, the deduplication
percentage also drops. Therefore, the free-riding behavior of data holders
negatively impacts the adoption of C-DEDU.

Then we conducted another comparison experiment between C0 and
C2. We discovered the effectiveness of the proposed incentive mechanism
in decreasing the utilities of data holders with free-riding behavior and
improving the deduplication percentage. We also found that when the
proposed incentive mechanism was applied, no matter how many non-
cooperative data holders exist, the deduplication percentages at the NE
state were kept at the same level.
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5.5.2 Individualized Discount with Privacy Preservation

This subsection introduces our experiments on the individualized discount
incentive mechanism with privacy preservation. The system parameter
settings can be found in the Table 4 of Publication V.

There is one CSP and 309052 data users to store 434 unique data in
each experiment. At the beginning of each experiment, the CSP publishes
its unit storage fee and unit request fee to the public and calculates the
discount for each data user. The data users (i.e., data owners and data
holders) independently choose an optimal strategy based on the public
information and their private information. A data owner chooses to remain
online (i.e., be cooperative) or to be offline with a probability (i.e., be non-
cooperative). A data holder chooses to follow the design of C-DEDU (i.e.,
be cooperative) or modify its data to avoid deduplication (i.e., be non-
cooperative). When they all make decisions, we say a time generation has
passed. After each time generation, the CSP updates the discounts for
all data users, and then all data users update their strategies accordingly.
When all entities have no incentive to alter their strategies in the next
time generation and so on, our game experiment reaches its NE state.

The individualized discount is a function of the deduplication rate ri
k (t).

Let αmin and αmax be the minimum and maximum discounts that the
CSP ck can give. We set αmin = 0.001 to initiate our experiments and
αmax = 1− r f k+ock

c
s f k

to guarantee the profitability of CSPs. Therefore, the
discount function applied in our experiments is

αi
k (t)=αmin +

ri
k (t)× (αmax −αmin)

k
, (5.18)

where k ≥ 1.
Two experiments were conducted. The CSP in the first experiment adopts

no deduplication schemes while the CSP in the second experiment adopts
C-DEDU and calculates discounts based on (5.18). The experimental re-
sults show that all stakeholders can obtain more profits in the second
experiment and more than 90% data holders are willing to be cooperative
in C-DEDU when our incentive mechanism is applied. We also investi-
gated the influences of system parameters εi, σi and θ j. The ascent of these
parameters deteriorates the utilities of all stakeholders and the deduplica-
tion percentage at the NE state. However, even though the utilities of all
stakeholders are decreased, they are still considerably higher than those
in the first experiment.

5.6 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we conducted research on the cooperation game in C-
DEDU and took privacy preservation into consideration when designing
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the incentive mechanism to motivate the cooperative behavior of data
users. To this end, we first modified the economic model of S-DEDU to fit
into C-DEDU. In addition, we investigated the inner interaction among
data users by constructing a non-cooperative game between a data owner
and a data holder. Two kinds of discount-charging models were explored:
unified discount and individualized discount. When we introduced these
two models into the game and analyzed the Nash equilibrium, we found
that free-riding behavior existed in the unified discount model and the
individualized discount faced privacy leakage issues. We suppressed the
free-riding behavior by only offering the discount to a data holder when
its data had been stored already. We eliminated the privacy leakage issue
by setting a random threshold for each data. Only when the number of
cooperative data holders exceeds the threshold can the data users obtain
the discounts.

Our incentive mechanisms are compatible with the deduplication scheme
in [108], ClearBox [8], and the one that resists to side-channel attacks [35].
Due to the compatibility, integrating our proposed incentive mechanisms
to existing C-DEDU schemes introduces little extra communication costs.
The computational complexity of C-DEDU with our proposed mechanisms
is only linearly related to the number of data users.

Our incentive mechanisms can also suppress malicious behavior of a
data owner. If the data owner conducts a modification attack, its data will
be regarded as unique. In this case, the data owner acquires no request
fee from performing deduplication and obtains no discount on storage-
service fee if the proposed incentive mechanisms are applied. Therefore,
our proposed incentive mechanisms enable C-DEDU to be scalable and
robust to the modification attack.

Both S-DEDU and C-DEDU fail to support flexible data access control.
S-DEDU enables the CSP to control deduplication by issuing data access
keys to eligible users, which forces data owners to lose direct control over
their data. C-DEDU requires the data owners to be online for performing
deduplication, thus preventing possible malicious behavior of CSPs like
the collusion with ineligible users. However, remaining online may bring
inconvenience to the owners. H-DEDU combines the advantages of S-
DEDU and C-DEDU, in which a data owner performs deduplication when
it is online and grants the deduplication right to the CSP when it is offline.

However, we will encounter several challenges when investigating the
adoption of H-DEDU. First, the economic models in S-DEDU and C-DEDU
are unsuitable for H-DEDU, since the stakeholders take different respon-
sibilities in different deduplication schemes. Second, the interaction in
H-DEDU is more complicated than those in S-DEDU and C-DEDU, which
requires an elaborately selected game model. Third, our previous analysis
need to be further improved in order to fit into H-DEDU. In this chapter,
we have discussed the cooperation game in C-DEDU. The action set for a
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data owner is {keep online, be offline with a probability}. The theoretical
analysis and experimental results show the success of our incentive mech-
anisms in promoting the cooperation behavior of data users. However, the
optimal online probability is not discussed since the probability is constant
in our analysis. Moreover, even if the experimental results in S-DEDU and
C-DEDU have illustrated the existence of game equilibrium in each game
model, it would be more convincing to formally prove it.

To this end, the next chapter will analyze the adoption of H-DEDU
with game theory. The strategy of each player will be refined and we will
theoretically prove the existence of Nash equilibrium.
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6. Game Theoretic Analysis of H-DEDU

This chapter reports our research results with regard to game theoretic
analysis of H-DEDU, which is a summary of Publication VI.

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 and 5 have explored how to apply discount-based incentive
mechanisms in S-DEDU and C-DEDU based on game theory. Extensive
experiments illustrated that the incentive mechanisms are successful
in promoting the participation of data users, regulating their behavior
and eliminating privacy violation. In this chapter, we further discover the
cooperation game in H-DEDU by refining the action sets of all stakeholders
and investigate whether an optimal strategy profile produced by game
analysis exists.

H-DEDU supports either a data owner or the combination of a CSP
and AP to control deduplication. We model the interaction in H-DEDU
as a multi-stage Stackelberg game, where a CSP plays as an absolute
leader, a data owner is a second leader, and data holders are the followers.
This model adequately matches a practical situation that the CSP is the
first one to decide whether to adopt H-DEDU and the data owner is the
first one to upload data as well as decide data access control policies.
The multi-stage Stackelberg game contains a CSP’s pricing game, a data
owner’s online game, and a data holder’s participation game. Their action
sets are upper limit of discounts, online probabilities and deduplication
rates, respectively. We analyze the game model with a backward induction
method and prove the existence of sub-game perfect Nash Equilibrium in
each stage. Since the action set of each player is an uncountable set, a
gradient-based searching algorithm is employed to find an optimal strategy
for the CSP that converges to the Stackelberg Equilibrium.
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Data Holders
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Figure 6.1. The structure of a cloud storage system with H-DEDU.

6.2 System Model and Research Assumptions

6.2.1 System Model

Figure 6.1 illustrates a cloud storage system with H-DEDU. Four types
of entities are involved in this system. Data owners and data holders are
the customers of CSPs. A data owner controls deduplication when it is
online. AP and CSP work as a proxy of an offline data owner to control
deduplication. The following is a simplified procedure of H-DEDU and the
details can be found in Section 2.1.4.

• A user j sends its data storage request to a CSP with H-DEDU;

• The CSP performs duplication checks and requires the user j to
upload data in an encrypted form if the data has not been stored
before. The user j can decide whether to control deduplication. To
avoid confusion, we only refer to the user that controls deduplication
as a data owner.

• If the data exists already, the CSP asks the data owner i to check
the eligibility of user j and issue a data-access key if the owner is
online. Otherwise, the CSP and AP work together as a proxy to issue
a re-encrypted key to allow eligible users to access the data.

6.2.2 Research Assumptions

We summarize our research assumptions in the study of game theoretic
analysis of H-DEDU. All entities are profit-driven, therefore, they take
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actions to maximize their own utilities. CSP is aware of the deduplication
rate of each data. AP and CSP will not collude due to different business
incentives and interests [30]. We assume that a CSP backs up its storage
space timely to prevent irreversible data loss. The backup cost is trivial
when comparing with the cost to store all copies of data; therefore, we
ignore such a cost for simplifying our analysis. To reduce the complexity
of our model, we assume that the first user to upload data would like to
control deduplication, namely be the data owner. There is no difference
between all holders of the same data. The authors in [41] showed that
the market competition among CSPs decides the best pricing strategy. We
assume that the competition has produced the optimal pricing strategy
which is already applied by the CSPs. Therefore, we can ignore the game
between CSPs. AP’s utility is only directly related to the CSP and will not
be affected by other factors, therefore, it is excluded from our game model.

6.3 Economic Model

The simple analysis scenario contains a piece of data d that belongs to
many data users. These users store data at a CSP k. We denote the data
owner and the data holder set as oi and H = {hi

j| j = 1,2, · · · , N}, respectively.
The notation N represents the number of data holders.

Similar to the economic model in previous chapters, the utility of a data
user without deduplication is the difference between the cloud storage
benefits b and the storage-service fee s f paid to the CSP. The CSP needs to
store a replica of data at a storage cost sc for each data user. The utility of
the CSP is the total storage-service fee received from all data users H ∪{oi}
deducted by the total storage cost. We represent the utility functions of a
data user and the CSP below.

uH i
j = b− s f . (6.1)

uCk =
∑︂

u∈H ∪{oi}

(s f − sc). (6.2)

We next investigate the utility functions of all stakeholders when H-
DEDU is applied. Only when oi is online and controls deduplication by
itself, can hi

j obtain the cloud storage benefit b. Otherwise, deduplication
is controlled at the server side and something unexpected (like collusion
between non-cooperative or even malicious data users and CSP during the
procedure of deduplication) would happen to data holders because they
lose direct control over their data. The rise of deduplication rate increases
the number of malicious data users and tightens the relationship between
data users. Therefore, malicious behavior happens to one piece of data or
a data user could produce unacceptable usage experience to other users,
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consequently decreasing their cloud storage benefits. Hence, the cloud
storage benefit of a data holder when H-DEDU is applied is related to the
online probability pi of the data owner and the deduplication rate r. We
denote it as f (pi, r)× b. To attract data users to accept H-DEDU, CSP k
delivers discounts on the storage-service fee to its data users. The discount
is calculated according to the upper limit of the discount α set by the CSP
and the current deduplication rate r, which is represented as g(α, r). Hence,
the utility function of a data holder hi

j in H-DEDU is described as:

uH i
j = f (pi, r)×b− s f + g(α, r)× s f . (6.3)

In this dissertation, we adopt

f (pi, r)= pi + (1− pi)× (1− rc)= 1+ (pi −1)× rc, c > 2 (6.4)

g(α, r)=α× (1− e−r). (6.5)

Data owner oi is the first user to upload data and occupies the authority
for controlling deduplication. The data owner benefits from cloud storage
and acquires the access fee for providing cloud storage service with dedu-
plication to data holders. The total access fee oi can obtain is denoted
as AF, which will be discounted by the deduplication rate r in practice.
The discounted storage-service fee of the data owner is the same as the
that of data holders, which is also represented as g(α, r)× s f . Furthermore,
remaining online is costly for the data owner oi. We denote the operational
cost as oc. Being online with probability pi reduces such a cost. For the
owner oi with online probability pi, its utility is formulated as

uOi = b− s f + g(α, r)× s f + r× AF − pi × oc. (6.6)

The operational cost of CSP for performing H-DEDU is represented as
OC, which involves the service fee paid to AP. We denote the number of
data users that adopt deduplication as r×N. The total storage-service fee
that the CSP k adopting H-DEDU can obtain is r×N×s f −r×N×g(α, r)×s f ,
which is at a cost of storing one copy of data. The access fee that CSP k
pays to the data owner is r×AF. Hence, we conclude the utility function of
CSP k with H-DEDU as

uCk = r×N × s f − r×N × g(α, r)× s f − sc− r× AF −OC. (6.7)

6.4 Game Theoretic Analysis

We model the interaction among a CSP, a data owner and data holders
as a multi-stage Stackelberg game. As the direct beneficiary of H-DEDU,
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the CSP performs an undoubtedly dominant role in deciding whether to
adopt H-DEDU. All the data users play as followers, among which the data
owner is a leader since it is the first one to upload data and decide the data
access control policy. Specifically, the CSP first selects its pricing strategy
(i.e., deciding the value of α) in the first stage, based on which the data
owner decides the optimal online probability pi in the second stage. In the
last stage, the data holders together determine the deduplication rate r
after being aware of the actions taken by the CSP and the data owner.

6.4.1 Game Formulation

Holder Participation Game (HPG). Given the upper limit of discount
α set by the CSP and the online probability pi of data owner oi, data
holders cooperate with each other and choose actions to maximize its
own utility. We denote the game as GH = {H , {r j}hi

j∈H , {uH i
j}hi

j∈H }, where H

represents the data holder set, {r j}hi
j∈H and {uH i

j}hi
j∈H denote the action set

and the utility set of all data holders. Each data holder hi
j ∈H chooses the

best value for r j ∈ [0,1] to maximize its expected utility. According to the
assumption that all data holders are identical, thus the best strategy for
all holders should be the same, which is denoted as r. Therefore, analyzing
the Nash Equilibrium for HPG is to discover a solution for the following
optimization problem:

max
0≤r≤1

uH i
j(r;α, pi). (6.8)

Owner Online Game (OOG). Based on the Nash Equilibrium in GH

and the given CSP pricing strategy α, the data owner oi decides the optimal
value for pi ∈ [0,1] to maximize its utility, namely the data owner attempts
to find the solution for the following problem:

max
0≤pi≤1

uOi(pi;α). (6.9)

CSP Pricing Game (CPG). With the knowledge of the actions of data
holders and the owner, CSP k decides the value for α ∈ [0,1] to optimize
its pricing strategy. In other words, the CSP discovers the solution for the
following problem:

max
0≤α≤1

uCk(α). (6.10)

6.4.2 Equilibrium Analysis

Assembling all the sub-games specified above produces a multi-stage Stack-
elberg game with complete information. We employ the backward induction
method to analyze the Stackelberg Equilibrium, which is the state that
the CSP achieves its maximum utility while the other players choose their
best responses.
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Equilibrium of HPG. We first calculate the first-order and second-order
partial derivatives for the utility function of a data holder. The second-
order partial derivative is proved to be negative, which illustrates the
existence of the NE for HPG. Furthermore, by assigning zero to the first-
order partial derivative, we deduct that the best response of data holders
r∗ satisfies

r∗− ln r∗c−1 = ln(c× (1− pi)×b)− ln(α× s f ) . (6.11)

Equilibrium of OOG. In OOG, the data owner oi chooses the optimal
action based on the NE achieved in HPG and the given pricing strategy α.
Taking r∗ into the utility function of the data owner oi, we obtain

uOi = b− s f +α× (1− e−r∗)× s f + r∗× AF − pi × oc. (6.12)

We prove that when
(c− r∗−1)2 +1− c > 0 (6.13)

is satisfied, the second-order partial derivative of (6.12) is negative. There-
fore, the NE of OOG exists. The best response for the data owner is
calculated by assigning the first-order partial derivative of (6.12) with a
value of zero. If the best response of the data owner is denoted as p∗

i , then

p∗
i = 1+ r∗× (α× e−r∗ × s f + AF)

(r∗− c+1)× oc
. (6.14)

Equilibrium of CPG. With the optimal deduplication rate r∗ of data
holders and the optimal online probability p∗

i of the data owner, the CSP
determines its optimal strategy by addressing the optimization problem
(6.10). The strategy for the CSP is its pricing strategy, or discount decision
α ∈ [0,1], to be more precise. Integrating with the expressions of r∗ and
p∗

i as well as (6.11), the optimization problem (6.10) is reformulated as
follows:

maximize
α

uCk(α)

subject to α ∈ [0,1] (6.15)

p∗
i = argmin

pi

uOi (6.16)

(c− r∗−1)2 +1− c > 0 (6.17)

r∗− ln r∗c−1 = ln(c× (1− pi)×b)− ln(α× s f ) (6.18)

The NE for CPG exists when the following equation is satisfied:

N × s f −α×N × s f − AF > 0. (6.19)

The detailed proof can be found in Proof 3 of Publication VI.
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6.4.3 Algorithm to Decide Optimal Strategies

After figuring out the conditions for the existence of NE in CPG, We apply
a low-complexity gradient-based searching algorithm to find the optimal
strategy for the CSP. The result of this algorithm can be approximated as
the NE.

The algorithm first inputs the initialized values for discount α ∈ [0,1]
and online probability pi ∈ [0,1]. During each iteration, given the pricing
strategy of CSP and the online probability of the data owner, the data
holders update the optimal strategy based on (6.11). The best response for
the data owner in the sub-game of the second stage, which is calculated
according to (6.14), also needs to update when the optimal strategy for
data holders is updated. Considering the optimal strategies of all followers
(i.e., the data holders and the data owner) into the first stage, the CSP
derives its optimal discount through a gradient-based algorithm.

Algorithm 1 in Publication VI formalizes the above description. The
algorithm outputs constant results when inputting the same initialized
values for α and pi. Therefore, it helps the multi-stage Stackelberg game
converge to a unique state.

6.5 Experiments and Evaluation

In our experiments, we designated only one CSP is providing cloud storage
service with H-DEDU and analyzed the adoption of H-DEDU without con-
sidering the competition among CSPs. To discover the applicable adoption
scenarios of H-DEDU, we investigated how all stakeholders react to the
behavior of each other. The CSP determines its upper limit of discount α on
the storage-service fee, the data owner selects its online probability pi, and
the data holders decide whether to store their data at this CSP by setting
the deduplication rate r. We altered the value of N to model the popularity
of data. By changing the value of c, the cloud storage environment with
different levels of security was configured. Table 2 in Publication VI shows
the default parameter settings in our experiments, which were individually
varied to evaluate their effects on the adoption of H-DEDU.

The evaluation criteria applied in the game theoretic analysis of H-DEDU
are listed below. The first six criteria were employed to evaluate whether
our analysis is correct. We used the remaining to evaluate the influence of
system parameters.

1. The utility of a data holder in each iteration;

2. The utility of a data owner in each iteration;

3. The utility of a CSP in each iteration;
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4. The deduplication rate in each iteration;

5. The online probability of a data owner in each iteration;

6. The upper limit of discount in each iteration;

7. The utility of a data holder at NE;

8. The utility of a data owner at NE;

9. The utility of a CSP at NE;

10. The deduplication rate at NE;

11. The online probability of a data owner at NE;

12. The upper limit of discount at NE;

13. The number of iterations to reach NE.

The experiment goes as follows. First, the CSP publishes its initial
discount and the data owner initializes its online probability. Then all the
players update their strategies based on Algorithm 1 of Publication VI.

We evaluated the effectiveness of Algorithm 1 in helping the multi-stage
Stackelberg game converge to a stable state where all players choose
their near-optimal actions. The experimental results can be discovered
in Figure 6.2, which is Fig. 2 of Publication VI. The actions of the data
owner and data holders fluctuate as the iteration goes on; however, the
fluctuation ranges shrink and the actions converge to relatively stable
states.

By varying the step size in Algorithm 1, we concluded that the step size
affects the time to reach convergence. A small step size results in slow
converging speed; however, the output of this algorithm with a smaller
step size is theoretically more close to the optimal results.

Furthermore, we investigated the effects of system parameters that are
related to the CSP, the data owner, and data holders. The CSP operational
cost OC only negatively affects the utility of CSP and it has no impact
on the other evaluation criteria. The increase of access fee AF has a
positive relationship with the utility of the data owner and the number of
iterations; however, it adversely influences the other evaluation criteria.
The storage-service fee s f is negatively related to the number of iterations,
the utility of the data holder, and the online probability of the data owner;
but it is positively related to the other criteria. The data holder number N
negatively determines the number of iterations and the online probability
of the data owner; however, it contributes to the increase of the other
criteria. If the parameter c increases, reflecting the confidence of data
holders in the security offered by the CSP, the discount α is the only
evaluation criterion that has been adversely impacted. The growth of cloud
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Figure 6.2. The Experimental results.

storage benefit b improves the utility of data users, namely the data owner
and data holders, as well as the online probability of the data owner. The
number of iterations is also slightly increased. However, the other criteria
are negatively affected by the increase of b. The value of oc positively
influences all criteria except the number of iterations and the utility of the
data owner.

We also applied the dataset in Section 4.5 herein to test the effectiveness
of our algorithm. We found a very fast convergence problem and fixed it by
linking the step size to the number of data holders in our algorithm. By
further employing the real-world dataset in our modified algorithm, we
observed the same variation trends of all evaluation criteria as those of
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Figure 6.2.

6.6 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we investigated the adoption of H-DEDU by modeling
the interaction in H-DEDU as a multi-stage Stackelberg game. This
game contains three sub-games, which are the holder participation game,
owner online game, and CSP pricing game. We analyzed the Stackelberg
game through the backward induction method and proved the existence of
perfect Nash Equilibrium in each sub-game. We also conducted extensively
experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our analysis and investigated
the impact of system parameters.

Recent research has focused on how to achieve secure cloud data dedu-
plication. Encrypting data before outsourcing prevents malicious CSPs
from obtaining data contents. Access control ensures only eligible users
can reach raw data. Based on which party controls the deduplication,
existing deduplication schemes can be classified into S-DEDU, C-DEDU,
and H-DEDU. We identified the practical adoption problems that influence
the participation willingness and cooperative behavior in these dedupli-
cation schemes. The adoption problems have not been considered or well
addressed in the existing literature, which motivates this dissertation
work. We classified the adoption problems into a participation problem and
a cooperation problem, which were studied in three application scenarios:
S-DEDU, C-DEDU and H-DEDU. We proposed a bounded discount-based
incentive mechanism to motivate the participation willingness in S-DEDU.
To promote the cooperation behavior in C-DEDU, we proposed a unified
discount-based incentive mechanism without free-riding and an individ-
ualized discount-based incentive mechanism with privacy preservation.
We further investigated the cooperation behavior in H-DEDU can refining
the online probability of the data owner and theoretically analyzed the
existence of Nash Equilibrium.

We conclude our discoveries as follows. According to our game theoretic
analysis of S-DEDU, data holders have a tolerance threshold for the ro-
bustness of CSPs. A CSP with high data mismanagement possibility is
less likely to participate in S-DEDU, since it cannot attract users by taking
deduplication as its advantage when competing with other CSPs. Besides,
a data holder that values the possibility of data mismanagement usually
declines to participate in S-DEDU. Based on our game theoretic analysis
of C-DEDU, a data owner with a high offline possibility is less likely to par-
ticipate in C-DEDU. A time-sensitive data holder is more likely to behave
non-cooperatively. The game theoretic analysis of H-DEDU illustrates that
H-DEDU is more likely to be acknowledged by three kinds of data users:
the ones that possess popular data, the ones that maintain high confidence
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in the security offered by CSPs, and the ones that benefit a lot from the
convenience of cloud storage service.

We can also summarize the adoption conditions for S-DEDU and C-
DEDU from our investigation in H-DEDU. By investigating the influence
of the number of data holders on our experimental results, we found that
when the data holder number increases, the deduplication rate increases
and the online probability decreases. This conclusion suggests that the
users (data owners and data holders) of popular data prefer S-DEDU over
C-DEDU. Furthermore, the online probability increases with the rise of
cloud storage benefit. The increased cloud storage benefit further motivates
the data owner to enhance its online probability. This implies that a data
owner acquiring a high benefit from cloud storage prefers C-DEDU over
S-DEDU. However, the deduplication rate in this figure decreases with the
rise of cloud storage benefits. Therefore, the number of data holders that
are reluctant to deduplication is increased with the rise of cloud storage
benefits. We can draw a conclusion from the opposite that data users
with small cloud storage benefits prefer S-DEDU over C-DEDU. Hence,
H-DEDU is more feasible than the other two schemes in the application
scenario with popular data and high cloud storage benefits.

However, our analysis assumes the players to always choose the optimal
strategies, which could be challenging to fulfill in practical cloud storage
scenario. A cloud storage system contains a large amount of users, which
makes it difficult for a player to monitor the behavior of all the others.
Hence, the assumption that all players are completely rational is too strong
to realize. On the other hand, social relationship connects the strategy
of one player with the strategies and assessments of others. Data users,
which are normally human beings, have limited prospect views and will
easily be influenced to follow the behavior of others. The analysis presented
in this dissertation does not involve the above factors, which can be a part
of our future work.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

We conclude this dissertation by summarizing our main contributions and
pointing out interesting future research directions.

7.1 Conclusion

This dissertation has applied game theory to identify the practical prob-
lems influencing the participation willingness and cooperation behavior of
stakeholders in deduplication schemes. For solving the explored problems,
we proposed several incentive mechanisms for promoting the willingness
to adopt deduplication and for suppressing non-cooperative behavior.

To this end, we first presented the technical background of three types of
deduplication schemes with different control patterns: S-DEDU, C-DEDU,
and H-DEDU. Then, we reviewed previous applications of game theory
and proposed four feasibility conditions for guiding our investigation in
designing a game-based incentive mechanism: individual rationality, in-
centive compatibility, profitability, and robustness. We carefully designed
the economic model for each type of deduplication scheme. In order to
identify practical problems, we constructed game models to capture system
interaction in S-DEDU, C-DEDU and H-DEDU. This allowed us to deter-
mine the best strategies for all players and to propose suitable incentive
mechanisms. Specifically, this dissertation offers three contributions:

1. We modeled the interaction between a CSP and data holders in S-
DEDU as a non-cooperative game and proposed a bounded discount-
based incentive mechanism for promoting the willingness of data
holders to participate in S-DEDU without weakening the profits of
the CSP.

2. We modeled the interaction between a data owner and a data holder
in C-DEDU as a non-cooperative game, as well as investigated how
to suppress non-cooperative behavior and preserve privacy. In a uni-
fied discount model, we granted storage-service discounts to data
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users with conditions for eliminating free-riding behavior. In addi-
tion, an individualized discount model with privacy preservation was
established by regulating a hidden threshold for each data item at
CSP.

3. We modeled the interaction among a CSP, a data owner and data hold-
ers in H-DEDU as a multi-stage Stackelberg game. We verified the
existence of Nash equilibrium in this game trough the backward in-
duction method and proposed a gradient-based algorithm to discover
near-optimal strategies for all players.

7.2 Applicability and Limitations

Although our analysis of encrypted data deduplication is visualized based
on [101, 108, 110], it can be adapted to other deduplication schemes. Our
incentive mechanisms are compatible with other deduplication schemes
[8, 35, 66]; therefore, they introduce no additional operational costs to
cloud storage systems.

When we propose incentive mechanisms based on game theory, we need
to specify the strategy space for each player. The strategy space regulates
the possible behaviors of a player. The larger the dimension of the strategy
space, the more realistic the scenario of game analysis. The incentive
mechanism proposed in Chapter 4 motivates data users and CSPs to
participate in deduplication. However, a precondition in Chapter 4 is that
an entity will strictly follow the procedure of deduplication if it decides to
participate. We eliminated this precondition in Chapter 5 and allowed an
entity to choose to follow the scheme design or not. Furthermore, we also
considered how to avoid privacy disclosure in incentive construction. In
Chapter 6, we extended the two-dimensional strategy space of players to
infinite dimensions for improving the practicability of our analysis.

Incentive compatibility and individual rationality are two basic require-
ments for guaranteeing strong incentives. A feasible incentive mechanism
should maintain these two requirements for all players. Miao et al. [66]
proposed an incentive mechanism for motivating data users to participate
in deduplication. However, they do not consider the incentives of CSPs
and sacrifice the benefits of CSPs to encourage data users. Therefore, their
incentive mechanism cannot be accepted by CSPs, thus cannot be applied
in practice.

The computational efficiency of the Nash Equilibrium is another require-
ment. An incentive mechanism with smoothly computed Nash Equilibrium
can promote practical adoption of complex schemes promptly. The Nash
Equilibria in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are easy to acquire since the strat-
egy spaces are two-dimensional and the number of players is limited. We
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formally proved the existence of Nash Equilibrium in the game formulated
in Chapter 6. Our experimental results empirically show that Nash Equi-
librium can be calculated quickly. Unfortunately, we did not prove our
method is computationally efficient.

7.3 Future Work

In our future work, we will take the influence of reputation and social
recommendation into consideration. For example, we can determine the
utility functions of system entities to be related to their reputation. Ad-
ditionally, since each entity has a threshold for reputation tolerance, this
could be expected to encourage these entities to maintain their reputation
level for further interaction. Therefore, the involvement of reputation can
motivate cooperative behavior. To achieve this in practice, we can involve
reputation-based access control schemes with different policies [105, 107]
into deduplication schemes. Although social recommendation considers
human factors and can be employed to study competition between CSPs,
this topic lies outside the scope of this dissertation.

We also plan to apply the same methods used in this dissertation to
studying cooperation in distributed systems. The lack of a centralized
party makes the behavior of system entities difficult to monitor and control.
Therefore, distributed systems are vulnerable to the selfish, malicious
or dishonest behavior of system entities. By embedding a carefully de-
signed incentive mechanism, we can discourage undesirable behavior and
motivate collaboration based on economic considerations.

On the other hand, our methods may need further improvement to adapt
to new application scenarios. A distributed system potentially involves a
huge number of entities. In our current study, we have assumed that the
deduplication percentages or deduplication rates in cloud storage systems
are complete information that can be obtained by the CSPs. However, it is
difficult for an entity to have an accurate grasp of a distributed system, es-
pecially when the system is changing dynamically. Moreover, one entity is
unable to observe the behavior of all other entities due to personal capacity
and resource constraints, which inevitably leads to bias in the selection
of an optimal strategy. Therefore, a practical game model of a large-scale
distributed system should weaken the complete rationality assumption
of players. For this purpose, we can apply a revolutionary game model to
enable a system entity to learn and imitate the behavior of other entities.
On the other hand, assuming that all entities are oriented by economic
interests may not be realistically suitable for some cases, especially when
the players are rational entities with emotional preferences. Specifically, if
a system brings an entity the same value of gains and losses, the entity
may not want to participate in the system unless its expectation of utility
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exceeds a threshold. Hence, calculating its utility based on differences
between gains and losses would be of little help in choosing a desirable
strategy. In this situation, we plan to apply the Prospect Theory, which
studies personal behavior under risks and in uncertain environments, to
scale the influence of gains and losses according to the individual prefer-
ences of system entities.
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Errata

Publication IV

The equation (21) should be

η< 1+ RF j
k(t)×ϵi(t)

αk(t)×SFk
j (t)

.
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